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Abstract
This document presents a case where the nature of estimating electricity demand for rural
villages in Tanzania is studied. A computation method is presented along with characteristics
of rural electricity consumption.
In Tanzania two percentage of the rural population have access to electricity and the major
supplier is former state owned TANESCO, Tanzania Electric Supply Company. TANESCO
distributes electricity mainly based on centralised national grid, which makes decentralised
electricity supply occasional in Tanzania. Consequently and among other tings, the rural load
forecasting for economising electricity supply systems is sparsely documented.
The objective of this study was to develop a practical computation method for rural load
estimations based on data collected from electrified rural villages. The estimation method
comprises the power demand over the day and the energy demand for one to ten villages. This
was done by a field study in rural Tanzania followed by the designing of a computation
method in Sweden. The collected data were gathered through interviews, observations and
measurements from two non-electrified and five electrified rural villages. Excluded in the
study are customer connection rates and changing of customer habits over time. In addition
aggregation of loads is not studied, but action is taken to facilitate later adding of coincidence
factors to the estimation method.
The result of the thesis is a computation method focusing on the objectiveness of estimation,
flexibility of implementation and transparency of computation. Additional result is the
statistics of rural electricity usage and consumption characteristics obtained during field
study. Moreover, the thesis shows the complexity of rural load estimations and the difficulty
of obtaining an accurate forecasting for projecting supply systems. The computation method
presented summarises the power demand from each electric appliance included in the target
group. The summarized demand is firstly revealed in a matrix so that the demand from every
appliance included can be found and secondly given for the target village or villages in total.
The estimation shows the summarised demands for each hour over the day. As a result of a
sorting of loads in two groups, deterministic and stochastic loads respectively, the following
could be estimated; the minimum aggregated load as well as minimum energy demand both
based on the deterministic loads.
Complementary studies to obtain estimations of the maximum aggregated load for rural
settlements are; (i) determine a model that generates estimations of the amount of customers
to be connected and (ii) determine coincidence factors for rural load electricity consumption.
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1 Introduction
As a result of several factors the progress of rural electrification in developing countries are
meagre. Factors are for instance; over-dimensioning of supply systems resulting in expensive
electricity, rural-urban demographic shifts and poor conditions for investment credits as well
as absence of financial institutes. Adding the fact that actors dealing with rural electrification
in Tanzania are fairly few makes the topic of rural load estimation methods somewhat
unexplored. During this thesis a computation method was designed based on primary data
collected in rural areas in Tanzania.
The thesis was initiated in cooperation with Sten Bergman, StonePower AB, carried out
supported by Dar es Salaam Institute of Technology and financed by ELECTRA-grants from
the research institute of Elforsk. The initiated subject of the Master Thesis was “Small scale
hybrid systems for rural electrification in Tanzania”. The ambition was to develop a line of
action how to determine which combination of different electricity generation systems that
would be optimal for hybrid systems. Due to information obtained during field study the focus
of the thesis was placed on the demand side with the title “Rural Load Estimation Methods – a
case in Tanzania”.

1.1 Background
Load forecasting in general is important as it is one of the main problems in the operation and
planning of electric power systems. It has the same central role when it comes to electric
power systems in rural areas of developing countries. For the viability for such supply
systems rural load forecasting is the main measure.
Rural electrification
The progress of rural electrification in Tanzania started in the early 1970s. As only 1% of the
8600 rural villages had been electrified in 1993 the result of the rural electrification program
can be prized as very modest. Additionally, it could be mentioned that no expansion of agrobased industries or small-scale industries in townships had been identified in electrified rural
areas. Among other facts in the rural electrification policy document “Rural Electrification
Policy for Tanzania” 1 there is no indication given which method should be used to estimate
the final electricity demand. [1]
Several studies highlight the important point for economic success, that electrification cannot
by itself ensure economic development. Electrification works best when overall conditions are
right for rural income growth and when it is complemented by social and economic
infrastructure development such as rural water supplies, healthcare programmes, primary and
secondary education, and regional and federal roads. Thus rural electrification contributes to
but is not a substitute for other rural development measures. [2]
Electricity is at the top of the energy ladder and is highly efficient and convenient for
numerous types of appliances. In addition, it could improve the environment by substituting
inefficient usage of fossil energy sources, for example substitutimg firewood or charcoal
1

This document by TANESCO dated 1989 was the latest documentation of objectives and priorities
for rural electrification of TANESCO and the government of Tanzania, according to Van den Brock in
“Rural electrification in Tanzania. Constructive use of project appraisal” [3] published 1997.
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when cooking. But for many years to come, electricity is unlikely to be seen as the general
energy source for cooking in most rural areas of the developing world. Nevertheless, for
lighting, communication, refrigeration and motor applications electricity in rural areas are
essential for a satisfactory quality of life. Moreover, electricity is the key to improve
agricultural productivity through mechanisation and is essential for many rural industrial
activities. Considerable progress has been made in rural electrification programmes designed
to extend electricity services to isolated villages. [2]
Decentralised supply systems
One process that is important for a prosperous development of Tanzania is the transferring of
increased responsibility for service delivery and infrastructure maintenance to local
authorities and the private sector. [4]
Because of the problems of supplying grid electricity for small, scattered and peaky loads
decentralised electricity generation is becoming more attractive. With decentralised systems,
the high costs of transmission and distribution networks can be avoided. Another advantage is
the viability of small-scale energy recourses as apart from the centralised systems that needs
highly efficient generation to compensate destitution costs. Decentralised generation
technologies are for example diesel-engine generator sets, small-scale hydropower,
photovoltaic, wind, and small-scale bio power using producer gas. [2]
A hybrid system is mostly mentioned when talking about decentralised supply systems and is
represented by a combination of different generation types, like the ones mentioned above. It
is often referred to along with renewable energy technologies, RETs, for remote areas. A
common hybrid combination is with hydro and diesel generators where the hydropower
covers the base demand and the diesel generated power boosts the supply system during peak
hours.
Conditions for carrying out the field study
The general idea with the thesis was to compare power supply from hybrid systems with
supply from the national grid. The dimension of the hybrid system should match the local
generation condition and needed therefore to be adjusted to the local needs of electricity. In
Tanzania I realized that one of the biggest barriers of achieving an accurate judgment was the
accuracy of the estimated demand of electricity. Without having an idea of what demand that
was going to be supplied it would be, firstly, difficult to adjust hybrid systems and, secondly,
to weight the pros and cons when contrasting it with national grid supply. I tried to find
estimations made that gave the information needed to form the right hybrid system. The ones
I found were either using a methodology originating from large-scale distribution planning or
were used for photovoltaic-supplied single households. In other words, the methodologies
used were either too general or too detailed.
Initially, in Tanzania I understood from reading various reports and from the meetings with
Sten Bergman that accurate and transparent load estimations are central in the rural
electrification process. I got the feeling, however, that planning the extension of the national
grid to different regions was of more interest and not the performing rural load estimations for
determining where it should be extended. I also found that estimations done were partly based
on guesses and vague assumptions affecting result of the estimations. I understood that more
information was needed, in general, to understand how much electricity rural communities
actually need.
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1.2 Objectives
Based on the information obtained I chose focus and changing the headline of the thesis to
“Rural load estimation methods - a case in Tanzania”. Focus was set on developing a load
estimation method adapted to rural conditions in Tanzania.
Objectives
The objectives of the thesis were to (i) design a load estimation methodology based on the
existing Tanzanian rural consumption pattern, (ii) presenting the maximum load demand over
24-hours differing between deterministic, stochastic and critic loads and, in addition, giving a
figure on the total energy demand.
Methodology Outlines
Emphasis when creating the computation method was laid on (i) creating output data as
accurate as possible, (ii) making the method transparent for future users and (iii) flexible for
future estimations of other village habitats. As smaller non-centralised supply systems such as
hybrid systems and as rural electrification need multifaceted data for the projecting, (iv) an
additional aim was to collect a wide range of rural consumption data. Finally the design of the
estimation methodology was aimed (v) to match load estimations with a target range of 1-10
villages.
Methodology target group
The target group to use the computation method is the Local Community Planners. This target
group could be defined through two stereotype target persons; Firstly the supply system
planner and optimiser that deals with the deceptions of choosing between different supply
alternatives, such as decentralised grid supply or a national grid supply. Secondly, the local
demand investigator that works with collecting accurate data adapting the computation
framework to the habitat of the targeted community. I decided to make the computation
method as easy to grasp as possible without losing its credibility so that the estimation could
be done locally and independently.

1.3 Delimitations
Due to the finite time schedule the field study was focused on investigating non-household
electric usage for customers in rural areas. Activities not likely to be found in rural Tanzania
were excluded. As I was based in Dar es Salaam the rural area for the fieldwork was mainly
the surroundings of Dar es Salaam. Excluded in the study are; the customer connection rate in
a village, changing of connection rate over time and changing of customer habits over time.
All villages visited were prosperous societies that most certainly had potential of a constant
progressive energy demand development.
A vital element when determining power demand is the coincidence factor, as it is the part
that initiates the estimation of aggregated load. To determine coincidence factors an
apprehensive study regarding consumption patterns and habits is required. Caused by the
finite schedule these part of the estimation had to be left out as well.
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1.4 Disposition of the thesis
Chapter 2 outlines the methodology being used focusing on the fieldwork approach.
Additionally, the course of action along the study and a weighting of the study quality is
presented. As an introduction to the problems involved by load forecasting, aspects
concerning this complex of problems are summarised in Chapter 3. Chapter 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9
then follows the chronology of the field study execution and the analysing of data. Chapter 4
includes the initial investigation work in Dar es Salaam where the outlines for the method was
set. This initial phase was vital for the fieldwork carried out later in the rural areas, in terms of
getting out the most of the investigations. In Chapter 5 the fieldwork in rural areas is
accounted for, divided in Initial Fieldwork and Core Fieldwork, and includes collected data,
observations done and excursion circumstances. Chapter 6 sums up the analysis of the
collected and sorted data. The fieldwork outcome is presented after one electric appliance
load characteristic analysis and one customer type analysis. Chapter 7 outlines the ideas
behind the structure of designed computation methodology followed by the presentation of
the computation method in Chapter 8. Finally, in Chapter 9 the designed method is tested and
compared with the methodology used by Tanzania Electric Supply Company, TANESCO.
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2 Methodology
In order to obtain an accurate and objective analysis of the load situation, emphases during
field study was laid on collecting data from rural areas. Information was also collected from
key companies as well as from other load predictions that were found in literature.

2.1 Method
The empirical part is based on interviews, observations and measurements. To give the
computation method a realistic platform I carried out fieldwork in rural areas in Tanzania.
During the period of fieldwork the aim changed from being a general oriented investigation
focused on the primary demand of electric appliances in non-electrified rural villages, to a
directed investigation with focus on electricity consumption in electrified rural villages.
Due to the different goals of the fieldwork the investigation method chosen varied. During the
first type of fieldwork, the Initial Fieldwork, the investigation was based on qualitative
interviews using the time needed for each person to understand the general energy
consumption pattern in the village. With complementary observations and sketching I gained
general knowledge of the villages. The approach during the second part of fieldwork in the
rural areas, Core Fieldwork, was to collect accurate data from the electrified villages. The
interviews were quantitative principally focusing on the actual consumption pattern for
electrical appliances. During the core fieldwork I carried out measurements on electric
appliances of importance to understand their nature and demand pattern. Through
observations I did during the time in the field I strived to find and document any use of
electricity that could be of interest. Interviews held with the company contacts and other
relevant persons where qualitative interviews.

2.2 Course of action
During a research process there are certain activities that have to be performed; identification
of the problem, literature studies, defining the problem, choice of research disposition, choice
of research technique, choice of information gathering technique, performance of study,
evaluation and analysis, and presenting report [5]. This study was divided into three different
stages; the primary research, the initial and core fieldwork in Tanzania and finally the analysis
of data and construction of a methodology of rural load forecasting back in Sweden. How the
activities are performed in these stages is presented below.
Primary Research
By the primary research the problems were identified and defined as well as the gathering of
relevant information through literature review and from meetings with key persons. The
gathering of relevant data started in Sweden but during the first weeks in Dar es Salaam most
of the relevant data was found along with the defining of the new focus of the problem. The
type of research data needed for the estimation method was outlined as well.
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Fieldwork
During the fieldwork information gathering technique for the executions to the rural area was
formed. The field study was carried out by excursions to rural areas and visits to companies
where qualitative interviews with key persons took place. All information was documented
for further analyses back in Sweden.
Analysis and method construction
In Sweden all data was evaluated and analysed forming a base for the designing of the
estimation methodology, followed by the creating and testing of the methodology as well as
the report writing. No communication with Tanzania took place during this period and was
thereby simply based on documented data.

2.3 Selection for rural villages
The choice of villages changed with the change of fieldwork approach. Firstly, the criteria
were non-electrified rural villages and each village visited should have a unique habitat. For
the core fieldwork the criteria were more specific namely electrified rural villages with a large
range of customer types and with a usage of electric appliances similarly to other rural areas.
An additional factor was transportation; the longer the travel the shorter the fieldwork and the
closer to Dar es Salaam the less rural realistic the fieldwork. Most of the relevant data
collected were found in the villages of Mkuza and Mlandizi but also along the way travelling
from or back to Dar es Salaam. A criterion that did not need to be conceded but which could
be important for the shape of the data was that the villages chosen were prosperous.

2.4 Quality of study
To value the results of the thesis it is necessary to argue if the research method used would
give the same results if it was used by another person at another time, reliability. Moreover, it
should be argued if the methodology used agrees with the data that the method was expected
to show, validity. Generally, for the investigation methodology used the investigator highly
affects the quality of the study especially by the way the investigator performs the interviews
and measurements.
Reliability
As the investigation methodology mainly deals with primary data and as data from interviews
could be confirmed by observations in field it is likely that others would have obtained similar
data. The personal factor in terms of finding partly hidden electric appliances and the carrying
out of the measurements could, however, result in differences. The more knowledge you have
about the culture, behaviors and about the nature of different appliances the more accurate the
result.
Validity
Due to the shortage of time I could not carry out the comprehensive investigation needed and
in combination with absence of similar methodologies it is very difficult to assess the validity
of the results. The comparison with the TANESCO-methodology gives however a pointer of
its accuracy. What adds accuracy to the estimation data is the use of primary data. It should,
however, be brought to light that the nearness to Dar es Salaam affects the electricity usage
behaviour.
10

3 Load forecasting background
To introduce the reader in the problems of load forecasting aspects of load forecasting are
being accounted for in this chapter. Additionally, the theory used in the thesis is being
explained along with circumstances to consider when estimation loads in rural areas.

3.1 Load forecasting
Load forecasting is central when planning electrification of rural areas. It sets the guidelines
not only for the supply system design but gives also a proposal of what financial benefits and
socioeconomic benefits electrification could generate. Other steps that need to be considered
in all types of appraisal, including rural electrification project appraisals, are the power market
survey, supply system design including cost calculation, benefit measurement, the cost-benefit
analysis and the sensitivity analysis. [1]
To design a typical decentralised rural electrification system the necessary information to be
considered is, firstly, the load average variation during one day and, secondly, what energy
sources of renewable energy type available [6]. The actual load forecasting consists of
projecting peak demand requirements or energy consumption for the entire system or groups
of customers. The time period could be both short term, from power initiation to 1-2 years,
and long term, from 3 years or more. Short-term forecasts are used for planning, running and
monitoring business operations. The main objective of long-term forecasts is to evaluate
future demand growths [7]. Short-term load forecasts are normally modelled on 5-minute, 15minute and hourly basis. In practice, it is not easy to carry out short-term load forecasting
rigorously because it is affected by many factors such as weather conditions, daily, weekly
and seasonally periodicity, etc. It can, however, provide rough estimations of the loads [8].
The theoretical load curves attained from the load forecasting, short-term or long-term, will
serve as a work base to determine – what is especially important for developing villages in
developing countries namely – low cost adapted network architectures [6].

3.2 Aspects concerning load forecasting
When discussing different supply system solutions the load demand figures are the most
important data [6]. The power demand for a supply system is represented by the instant power
required by the various electric devices simultaneously connected to the system. The size of
for example turbine and generator to be selected is determined primarily by this power
demand. The energy demand represents the length of time the devices are connected to the
system. However, the present context is that it represents the consumption. The estimated
future energy demand will firstly consider the design and size of the system and secondly the
view of electricity sales and consequently the income and viability of the system. [8]
Speaking about the power demand, daily load curves based on assumed village characteristics
are the primary basis for design and cost calculations for rural areas. [6] A time-of-day load
pricing method based on high frequency of data over time allows more careful estimations of
peak system requirements. Consequently, better demand load modelling accomplished by
encouraging customers to shift from peak to non-peak periods would be accessible, also
11

referred to as demand side management, DSM [9]. These DSM projects may well be central
for the planning of rural electrifications loads as villages may have very peaky and
undiversified demand profiles [2]. Moreover, it is very important to ensure that rural
electrification planning is open and objective [10].
An additional help in the forecasting process is the use of coincidence factors. Such factors
are usually used in load predictions in industrialised countries to estimate the aggregated load.
The coincidence factor expresses for a group of devices or energy users the condition between
the used power for a certain time period and the total of their maximum power demand
separately [11]. When evaluating the estimation methodology developed during this thesis
coincidence factors are objectively introduced as an example to show how it could affect the
analysis of the output data.

3.3 Load predictions in general
Load predictions are often divided up so that the different parts in a society are dealt with one
at a time. The purpose of this categorisation is to make it easier to argue about different load
growth scenarios. Conventional categorisation of electricity usage is usually made after
Domestic Uses, Productive Uses, Public Uses and Industrial Uses. The development of
different categories is often being described separately in terms of growth rates and in terms
of growth characteristics. [12]
When dealing with statistic issues, it is inevitable not to mention the terms deterministic nondeterministic and stochastic. Deterministic means known and certain. Stochastic means
uncertainty or randomness. In this thesis deterministic loads are as meant loads where the size
and time for impact is known. With stochastic loads it is meant loads where the size is known
but the time of impact is unknown. [13]
When extending power systems deterministic or stochastic models are being used to evaluate
the reliability of supply systems. Load predictions are used in combination with power
generation schedules planning for a network with optimum transmission routes. Mostly
deterministic approaches have been proposed for solving such optimization problem. In
general, planners want to use flexible planning solutions instead of some kind of special
solution that is depending on fixed variables. When using the deterministic approaches the
main drawback is the assumption of fixed forecasted load values in the problem formulation.
In real-life situation, where uncertainty in data is often encountered, certain flexibility of a
model or method is appropriate. [14][15]
For more precise load forecasting it is necessary to have an understanding of both the
maximum load as well as the impact pattern of that load. These types of data are being used as
standard industry practice for assessing the After Diversity Maximum Demand, ADMD, a
forecasting tool used when estimating new load demands and identifies the new investment
required to service this load demand [16][17].
In many cases, careful attention to system design enables construction costs to be reduced by
up to 30 percent, contributing significantly to the pace and scope of rural electrification
program. [10]
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DSM
Demand-Side Management, DSM, is a tool to be used when you want to change the demand
of energy. The aim of DSM is always the same - to improved use of resources - but it could be
executed in different ways. The change might concern the amount of energy used or the
pattern of its use. The DSM tool can be applied in two ways. Firstly, the change of operations
within the energy systems is the most well-known and favoured case, as it gives energy
supply companies almost immediate results. Secondly, the change of equipment in the energy
systems less favoured by supply companies since the incentive stays mostly with the
customer/user and to some extent with the grid-companies. [18]

3.4 Urban-Rural demography
Urban resident activities are usually more energy intensive than rural resident activities. As a
result of the ongoing rural-urban demographic shift a large increase in modern energy
consumption could be expected. Consequently, per capita energy consumption is much higher
in urban than rural areas. Consequently, the carrying out of rural surveys is vital for the
accuracy of estimations, as assuming rural loads from an urban perspective would give a false
picture of the rural demand. [19]
Where the main use of electricity is expected to be for lights and small appliances, typically
rural areas, there is no reason to apply the design standards used for much more heavily
loaded urban systems. Although consumption normally grows, this is usually at a slow pace
and provided the necessary design provisions are made, systems could be relatively cheaply
upgraded later. [10]
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4 Outlining of the fieldwork
In Dar es Salaam I did investigations to understand how far they had come in the rural
electrification process, looking at how they had documented energy resources and how the
carrying out of the rural electrification in general was proceeded presently as well as in the
past. The investigations were carried out partly by reading about the history of rural
electrification and about the present electric supply system and infrastructure and partly from
visiting and interviewing key persons. To see what I could do to improve the rural
electrification, the aim was to get a general knowledge about how electricity was generated
and the extents of the power grid as well as what shareholders are involved. The most
important investigations was the visits to the companies TANESCO, Tanzania Electric
Supply Company Limited, the former state owned electricity company which still is the main
actor in Tanzania and TaTEDO, Tanzania Traditional Energy Development and Environment
Organization.
In addition I tried to find maps of Tanzania showing where different energy resources could
be found and to collect maps of the region where I carried out my fieldwork. I did, however,
only get hold of maps or photocopies of maps dated 1967 or 1987 with the scale 1:50,000 and
to which I was bound to use for my fieldwork.

4.1 Outcome of company visits
Information from TaTEDO showed how PV-power2 installations were optimised for the user
aiming to minimise the dimension of the photovoltaic units. However, of most interest for my
thesis was the socio-economic appraisal done for the mini hydro rural electrification project of
Limkerenge situated in the Wino-district, Songea, Tanzania. Dr. A. A. K. Mvungi, Dar es
Salaam University, and Eng. Sabina P. M. Daati, TANESCO, carried out this appraisal in
cooperation with Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency, SIDA, and Wino
Development Association, WIDA. The aim with this socio-economic appraisal was to
investigate the viability of a mini-hydro plant at Limkerenge and the 11kV, 3-phase
transmission lines to Wino ward and Madaba ward. Included in the appraisal was a
comprehensive estimation on the power and energy demand for the villages in the wards of
Wino and Madaba one, five and ten years after electrification. The one behind the estimation,
using a certain load forecast methodology, was Eng. Mrs Sabina Daati, TANESCO, at the
department of rural electrification.
I read about different load forecasting methods of which some were more theoretically based
and some more practical oriented, and with more or less complex mathematics. This
Limkerenge load forecast was a practical oriented one and with from my point of view a
rather straightforward computation.
I came across the TANESCO-appraisal during the initial phase of my thesis work during
which I also had started with the initial fieldwork. When I compared my observations from
the fieldwork with the data in the forecast methodology there were parts that did not come out
clear. Through interviews with Eng. Daati I finally got the general picture of how the process
of the forecast had been carried out. It was partly on these experiences that I decided to
develop a new load forecast methodology. The idea was to share the same basics of the
2

PV-power means power obtained from photovoltaic techniques
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practical orientations as the appraisal by TANESCO using more concert data and adjusting a
new approach focusing on usability for the target user and accuracy of the output data.

4.2 The load forecast method by TANESCO
To give the reader a brief idea of the methodology that TANESCO used for this type of
estimation a short introduction on its different parts and its computation is being presented
below followed by the outcome from my interview with Eng. Sabina Daati.
From my point of view the process of estimating the power demand went through three
phases. Initially data from Wino and Madaba ward was collected showing the number of
potential customers for electricity, Load Quantity, for the estimation period namely one to ten
years. In addition, the customers were sorted after their types such as households or
restaurants. To get the estimated number of customers to be connected out of the potential
customers in each customer type, each customer type is multiplied with a Connection Factor.
The result of the first phase is in other words the estimated amount of customers to be
connected sorted after type of customer. The second phase consists of two parts and describes
each customer type. The figure 4.1 below describes the computation method framework
schematically. First each customer type is given a figure in kilowatt, Unit Load, representing
its power demand and based on the appliances. In the second part this Unit Load is reduced
with three factors, Time Load Factors, for the different periods of the day. These three Time
Load Factors represents three periods, namely; Day, from 6.30am to 6.30pm standing for 12
hours, Evening, from 6.30pm to 10.30pm standing for 4 hours and Night, from 10.30pm to
6.30am standing for 8 hours. In other words, a certain amount of the Unit Load can be found
in the day, evening or night.

Customer
T
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O

Power demand

Appliance 1
Appliance 2

Over the day

Customer

Day

Evening

Night

Customer
Day

Evening

Night

Appliance 3

6.30am
6.30am

6.30pm

10.30pm

Figure 4.1 A schematic description of the TANESCO computation method.

The third and final phase is the computation. Multiplying Load Quantity, Connection Factor
and Unit Load with the Time Load Factor for each period you will get the estimated load
demand for each customer type for the defined time periods. Adding all customer types
together, the final output will be the estimated load demand pattern for the surveyed village or
ward. To get the energy demand for one day each period Day, Eve and Night was added to
each other after being multiplied with 12, 4 and 8 respectively, where the numbers represent
the hours for each period
As mentioned, there were parts in the report where I could not follow the method in total so I
decided to pay an extra visit to the head department of TANESCO to interview Eng. Sabina
Daati with the hope of getting help with filling the gaps.
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Content of questions
The part in the method that I did not totally understand was the defining of the customer
types. Firstly, I did not understand how the customers were sorted into customer types and,
secondly, how the Unit Load was determined for the different customer types. To make the
second part clear I decided to go through all the customer types asking what the unit Load was
based on. In addition, I asked about the basis for the Time Load Factors in general.
Outcome of interview
The sorting of the customers into customer types was carried out based on investigations in
field. Below in Table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 all defined customer types are listed presented in three
groups. The Unit Load for the customer types in each group was determined through similar
investigations.
Table 4.1 The way of sorting household types chosen by TANESCO.
Group 1
Households

Low load
Middle load
Middle-high load
High load

For the first group the Unit Loads representing low load, middle load and high load
households were defined based on data from the minor field study “Characterization of power
system loads in rural Uganda” by Frances Sprei [20]. These data were in the minor field study
determined by measuring the power demand at transformers and comparing the results with
the users connected to the transformers. The middle-high load household was, however, added
by TANESCO and a value simply chosen between middle load households and high load
households based on the personal experience of executors of the report.
Table 4.2 The way TANESCO defines customer types that are likely to be found in a rural area.
Group 2
Bars
Guesthouses
Restaurants
Shops
Primary Schools
Secondary Schools
Health Centres
Hospitals
Dispensaries
Police stations/posts
Post offices
Banks
Courts/Prisons
Charity Organizations / NGO:s

General Markets
Offices
Social and recreation centres
Filling Stations
Mini Pulperies
Garages
TanRoad Workshops
Small workshops
Carpentries
Godows
Water pumps
Churches
Mosques
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For the second group of customer types the Unit Load was based partly on the experiences of
the persons behind the report and on previous researches in similar reports from TANESCO
and University of Dar es Salaam. The reports were, however, not referred to specifically and I
was told that it would require hard work to track down the reports that were the specific
sources.
Table 4.3 Definitions made by TANESCO of customer types based on additional investigations.
Group 3
Mill / Posho 3
Research institutions
Wino mission
Stone quarry
APC - (tea plantation)

For the last and third group the figures were collected when the categorisation was carried
out, that is at their locations. People from the rural electrification department of TANESCO
did not do this categorisation, consequently more precise information was not available.

4.3 Outlining of new approach
The output information required by power supply system planners for decentralised power
supply was from my point of view not satisfyingly covered by the TANESCO-method. I
realized during the initial fieldwork that the practical approach used in the computation
method using primary data that I wanted the same basic approach.
I chose therefore to use the same basic idea as the TANESCO-method namely to base the
estimation on customers representing the power consumption. Moreover, I wanted to separate
deterministic, stochastic and critic loads and to increase the data frequency by presenting the
demand for each hour of the day. To accomplish this I needed more specific description of the
customer type. Consequently that would enhance the information level to the output data. In
other words I focused my study, referring to the TANESCO-method, on creating a new
approach to the second and third phase, the description of customer load demand and the
computation respectively, and only briefly consider the first phase, the estimation of number
of customers to be connected.
To be able to make the description of the customer load demand of the different customer
types and to give the new methodology its practical base using accurate data I carried out the
second type of fieldwork the Core Fieldwork. The aim of this fieldwork was to collect data
from a rural electrified habitat creating a database, firstly, to base a defining of the customer
types and their electric appliances and, secondly, to analyse the load pattern for the different
appliances. Based on the analysis of the data a computation routine was to be constructed
where the customer types are defined using standardised electric appliances with
characteristic load patters.

3

Posho represents an equipment used in the refine process of coffee and is power by an engine of similar size as
a milling machine
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To obtain an accurate estimation from the methodology, that describes the load pattern for all
appliances likely to be found in the targeted village or ward, it requires a comprehensive
fieldwork followed by a comprehensive and structured analysis. In addition, this fieldwork
and analysis has to be improved and completed when changing habitat as the appliance
combination, for the different customer types, changes along with the consumption pattern for
the defined electric appliances. Considering these facts it is obvious that a method of this kind
needs to be arranged in a way that adds a substructure for describing the reality of the targeted
habitat. An easy substructure and computation routine would entail to make the method solid
and less questionable. Another aspect, is adjustability to new habitats, that is the ability of the
method to use data collected from other similar fieldworks along with data from the new
targeted habitat of survey.
The information about the load demand for different customer types is mainly aimed as a
basis for developing the method. The summarized power demand of electric appliances for
customer types could additionally be used to compare with the figures set by TANESCO
representing customer power demand, namely the Unit Load. The habitat in which I carried
out my core fieldwork, the surroundings of Dar es Salaam, is different from the habitat from
where the data for the estimation carried out by TANESCO. Despite the differences of habitat
electrical appliances could in many cases be considered to have the same or similar load
pattern. To state an example: The consumption pattern for a refrigerator is depending on the
amount of coolness loss because of temperature difference between inside and outside the
refrigerator and the frequency of opening of the refrigerator. It could be considered that the
load demand for a refrigerator is the same all over the rural Tanzania with the exception for
high altitude situated habitats that have a considerable lower outside temperature. Data
collected during the core fieldwork could thus be thought of as characteristics for a general
Tanzanian rural habitat.
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5 Fieldwork
During my time in Tanzania I managed to visit seven villages of which two, Wino and Kisiju,
were situated remote from Dar es Salaam and five villages in Dar es Salaam surroundings
namely Mkuza, Mlandizi, Kiluviya, Bagamoyo and Goba. Data was also collected during
short stops along the way travelling to and retuning back to Dar es Salaam from Mkuza,
Mlandizi and Kiruvya. Three of the villages Wino, Kisiju and Mkuza were more generally
looked into as apart from the others where only parts of the community were observed. The
rural-urban demographic shift could affect the usage of electricity and the stat of village
development was therefore noticed. All villages visited were prosperous societies that most
certainly had potential of a sustainable energy demand development.

Dar es
Salaam
surroundings
Kisiju
Wino ward

Figure 5.1 The locations in Tanzania where fieldwork was executed.

The fieldwork was divided in two types of fieldwork that I call Initial Fieldwork and Core
Fieldwork. For the initial fieldwork target villages were rural non-electrified villages. I
studied how people live and tried to identify initiatives taken towards electrification. The aim
was to understand a common energy consumption pattern and what effects electrification
would have on the village. The initial fieldwork was carried out in Wino and Kisiju both not
connected to the national grid. The villages were good for giving an accurate picture on a
rural community structure and the situation in non-electrified rural villages, but gave little
information on the actual need of electricity. A change in focus along with a new approach of
the fieldwork was chosen namely the core fieldwork. The aim of the core fieldwork was to
collect data showing an electricity consumption pattern for electrified rural villages creating
the basis in the estimating load method. The data were collected in electrified villages and
townships that had electricity appliances for the same purposes and with the same
consumption pattern as rural villages. The fieldwork area was the surroundings of Dar es
Salaam that were connected to the national grid, and most of the data collected were found in
the village of Mkuza.
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Execution of fieldwork
The fieldwork was carried out in cooperation with Dar es Salaam Institute of Technology,
DIT. They were my main backer helping me with services and equipment needed for carrying
out most of the fieldwork. I did, however, complete four fieldwork excursions without any
help from DIT.
The fieldwork in general was carried out with the help of a 4-wheel car, a driver and an
assistant from Dar es Salaam Institute of Technology serving mainly as an interpreter. All
three factors were essential for the work under the circumstances. Except for the main
highways the roads in rural areas were earth roads requiring 4-wheel cars and good driving
skills. As the cars provided by the DIT were of an old fashion safari jeep style and because of
the road conditions it was necessary to have one of the drivers from the Institute along.
However, most essential for carrying out the fieldwork successfully was the assistant. I
needed the assistant, initially, for convincing the villagers that we came from DIT and had
good intensions with the work, and then for translation during interviews with the villagers
from Kiswahili to English. On half of the excursion carried out backed by DIT I got help from
the electrical technician Mr Ng’ombo who also assisted me in measuring currency and
voltages on different devices and machines as well as in consulting me in the performances
and characteristics of devices and machines.

Figure 5.2 Usually the conditions of roads demanded 4-wheel cars.
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5.1 Initial fieldwork
The fieldwork at Wino ward, Kisiju and Goba representing the initial fieldwork are listed
below along with the backer and date of excursion.
Destination

Backer

Date

Wino ward
Kisiju
Goba

Sten B.
DIT
TaTEDO

27-29/2
2/3
10/3

The fieldwork excursions are presented in chronological order. For each excursion the
circumstances under which the work was carried out are described and data of interest for the
designing of the computation method accented for.
Wino ward

27-29/2

Joining Sten Bergman over a weekend

Accompanied by Sten Bergman I carried out my first fieldwork at Wino ward situated in the
south east of Tanzania. I met Sten Bergman on Tuesday the 24th at Dar es Salaam Institute of
Technology where he was consulting the staff at DIT. He had just arrived in Dar es Salaam
from Sweden and was about to stay around one week. After the meeting at DIT he asked me if
I was interested in going with him to Wino over the weekend leaving on Friday returning
back on Sunday. Wino ward has for a long time been in focus as a region for pilot-projects of
many kinds. It is now also the location for a larger pilot project for rural electrification.
Naturally, I had to say yes to this opportunity.
At 7.30am he and the driver came to pick me up at my hostel and we drove out of Dar es
Salaam heading east. We had a 12-hour drive in front of us and were going to pass Morogoro,
Mikumini National Park, Iringa, Makanbako and Njombe before arriving to Wino. Wino itself
is situated in the south east of Tanzania in between Songea and Njombe up in the mountains
100 kilometres west from Lake Nyasa (Lake Malawi). When we arrived to Lilondo, where
our hostel and the Wino ward centre are situated, it was already 7pm and pitch dark. I got
introduced to the locals of importance and they discussed what was going to happen during
the visit. The next day Sten was going to hold a meeting with the people involved in the pilot
project and I was going to go with an assistant to the village of Wino for research work. We
had dinner and went to bed to be prepared for the next day, my first day of fieldwork in a
village.

Figure 5.3 Landscape of Wino ward. In the background you see a scattered rural village typical for the region.
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WINO WARD CENTRE / GUESTHOUSE
The base for the Wino ward centre that also included the guesthouse that we stayed at was
situated near the village of Lilondo. It was supplied with electricity from a diesel generator
and had also PV-power for lighting up parts of the premises.
I did not have time to investigate the centre much but as we stayed at its guesthouse two
nights I made some observations. They used electricity to light up their 3 rooms, 1 living
room, 1 dining room and 1 veranda using 1 light bulb in every room. They had two circuits;
one AC-circuit and one DC-circuit getting power from a diesel generator and PV-collecting
batteries respectively.
Wino
In Wino they already had some electricity from a mini hydro power plant of 125kVA run by
the Sisters of the Spanish mission of Wino Roman Catholic Mission. The village cannot be
considered to be electrified as the Sisters only supplies a few activities, such as milling and
the office at the village centre, excluding all domestic uses.
I decided that the aim of this first experience in the field was to understand the people’s
relation to electricity. I also wanted to collect information about what type of electricity was
used and for what purpose. I started the investigation with sketching a map over the village
and after getting more comfortable with the situation I did my first interview with a woman
working with cutting corn next to the house. It went well and with improved self-confidence I
continued. The interviewing lasted to the evening and the potential customers investigated are
listed below.
5 Households
3 Bars/restaurants
3 Shops
2 Mills

1 Bar/Charging point
1 Carpentry shop
1 Office/Village centre

The ones that had got electricity from the sisters were the Bar/Charging point, one of the Mills
and the Office/Village centre. For these three and the second Mill, not using electricity, I
mainly focused on the working and business routines. When looking at the households and
Bars/Restaurants I tried to find use of electricity in terms of usage of dry batteries or car
batteries and other energy sources. When investigating the shops I tried to get a picture of the
battery and the kerosene consumption/market in the village. On the carpentry shop I focused
on what machines would be given priority if one would be purchased.
HOUSEHOLDS
The households visited were all of different kinds and their usage of energy apart from
firewood was kerosene, dry batteries and car batteries. The type of household ranged from the
average household with a small plot outside the house to a household where they also had a
shop and a restaurant.
Although the villagers did not get any electricity they tended to use electricity in an amount
not to be neglected. The sources were dry batteries and car batteries. The dry batteries could
be purchased in the village and the car batteries were charged at the local battery charging
point. One restaurant and shop owner, having his business integrated in his house, had
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installed PV-power to charge one of his batteries. In total I looked closer into five households
that used batteries of different kinds. The use of electricity that I found was light and radio.
BARS/RESTAURANTS
The bars and restaurants did not necessarily use electricity but a general opinion was that
music and more light in the evening could attract more customers. The bars I came across had
in general one radio powered by dry battery and used kerosene for lighting. However, I also
found one restaurant/shop owner, mentioned above, that used 2 car batteries and one bar
owner that also used car batteries. The first one had in addition installed PV-power to charge
one of his batteries and his second battery he charged at the latter mentioned bar.
SHOPS
The need of electricity was not a core issue for the shops in general apart for using it to avoid
their cost of energy use by substituting dry batteries in radios and kerosene for lighting. Most
of the shop owners had a radio run by dry batteries and switched on during the whole day.
MILLS
I found 2 mills in Wino one that used a diesel engine, Mill 1, and one that used two 11 kW 3phase electric engines, Mill 2. Mill 2 also used two 100 W light bulbs.
At Mill 1 they milled corn, finger millet and cassava. They did both the preparation, which
they called the grinding, and the milling using the same engine but not at the same time.
Working hours was 10.30am-6pm and customers came randomly. The low season was
January - May, the intermediate season October - December, and finally the high season JuneSeptember.
This second mill, Mill 2, was owned by WIDA a local women organisation for milling. They
had working hours 8am-6pm and during low season they had a lunch brake 10am-1pm. In
addition, they milled and ground corn, finger millet and cassava. The Grinding was mainly
needed to prepare the corn for the final milling. The grinding and the milling were each
powered by one 11kW electric engine. They did only use one engine at a time as the Sisters
had told them to do so as the process otherwise would take to much power from their
generator.

Figure 5.4 Members of the women milling organisation of WIDA and my assistant
posing next to their grinding machine
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CHARGING POINT
The only man that charged batteries besides the bar owner charged 700 Tsh for charging one
battery and had an income of 3000 Tsh a month. His customer range consisted of five
customers within the village of Wino and six outside. The only competitor he had was
situated in Madaba and charged 1000 Tsh for a battery.
CARPENTRY SHOP
I visited one carpenter and after a short introduction I tried to figure out what type of machine
that was of interest for him to purchase. First he was talking about a machine that could do
both levelling and drilling but after a while that one turned out to be too expensive. Finally
after some more discussions he decided to put a levelling machine before other machines. By
using such a machine he said he could easily enlarge his customer range and produce more as
it would save him a lot of time.
OFFICE / Village centre
When I came to the office situated in the village centre there were two men working overtime
to finish up some paper work that needed too be finished this day. Understandingly it was
difficult to take up to much of their time. Although I could not carry out a total investigation
of the village centre I managed to dig up some information that could be of use.
The village centre including the office got electricity from the Sisters. They used it to light the
office and for a TV. During the week the electricity demand was the office, using a light bulb,
with working hours from 7am to 3pm and the TV that was on from 7pm to 11pm. On Sundays
the TV was switched on after mass at 11am and switched off at 11pm. I asked if they thought
they where of in need of a computer. They did not see that they would have much use of it as
they managed very well the work needed to be done.
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Kisiju

2/3

The 1st excursion with the DIT.

After Wino I wanted to visit a village that had other conditions and investigate with the same
aim, to discover the need of electricity. In addition I wanted to figure out how the village
would be affected by being electrified. Kisiju is situated south of Dar at the coast. From Kisiju
you can take a dhow, a local sailing cargo, to the island of Mafia. The prosperity of the village
seemed to be coming from the dhow management and fishing.
The aim of the visit was to get a picture of what the demand for electricity actually was in
terms of what people were using now and what their approach to electricity was. I also wanted
to get a picture of their main business activities to see if it was possible to estimate what
impact electrifying the village would have on the village.
This day was the first day I was going out in the field with people and car from DIT. I had
estimated the trip to take 1-2 hour so I wanted to leave as early as possible. Mr Ally Abdahla
showed up in time and then it was only to get a car and a driver which was easier said than
done. Two hours later at 10am we could leave for Kisiju. It took two hours with a short stop
in Mkuranga to go to Kisiju. We had to be back before dark, which is just before 7pm, so that
gave us around four and a half hours to do the investigation. I started to go down to the
harbour and did the first interview with some workers, waiting for the next dhow to be loaded,
without knowing that before interviewing I had to be officially welcomed by the chairman of
the village. After five minutes the chairman came, and he seemed to be a little bit offended.
He declared that I had to be officially invited and that I had to explain my intensions. We
went with him to sign in as guests of the village and then he showed us around. He took us to
a beach were the main fishing activity took place and then we went back to the village centre.
After a while I asked him if we could continue the study alone, as we had found the first track
of electricity. Moreover, it had taken far too much time according to my time schedule.
Luckily he approved to this.

Figure 5.5 To the left the harbour is spotted in the background. To the right the chairman of Kisiju
stands in front of the fishing activity.

The track of electricity that I found was a sort of home made street lighting consisting of
energy saving lamps placed out along the main road. We tracked down the source that was
placed in a larger household not far from the village centre. Due to the shortage of time I
chose to focus mainly on customers connected to this source. During the whole research in
Kisiju the villagers were much more suspicious than in Wino and it took a lot of time to
explain that we came with good intentions. In the end, despite the situation, I got hold of some
information of interest.
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EVENING POWER SUPPLY
The generator of 2 kVA supplied through a minor grid 20 customers situated 2-300 meters
from the source and the street lighting. The owner of the generator produced electricity each
evening and charged each customer with 300 Tsh per night to cover the gasoline costs. This
household also possessed a TV of 89 W.
We followed the cables running out of the house to find the connected customers. Customers
found were 3 Shops, 1 Household, 1 Mosque and 1 Grad Post. We found that all customers
used electricity only for lighting except two of the shops, which had radios in addition. As
electricity only was available during the evening, dry batteries or a car battery powered the
radios.
HAIR SALOON
The most interesting thing I found was, however, a hair saloon not connected to the grid
situated on the main road. For services of preparing the hair they used two hair dryers and to
be able to use them they had to operate their own generator. Depending on the setting it gave
a nominal power of 650W or 800W. The owner of the saloon also possessed charging
equipment and offered charging service as well taking 1500 Tsh a battery.
Goba

10/3

A visit arranged by TaTEDO

On Wednesday the 3rd of March at 10 o’clock I went to the office of TaTEDO. Two weeks
before they had promised to take me out and show me their test site. They demonstrated PVpower and small scale wind-power generation supplying a house with electricity, a quick
drying arrangement for food drying and the production and testing of their energy saving
stoves.
DISPENSARY
After visiting the test site run by TaTEDO we went to Goba to a dispensary were PV-solar
was installed. They used two supply systems to supply the dispensary, both powered from
batteries. The batteries were charged by 4*12W PV-power for each system circuit. One circuit
supplied DC and AC through an AC- transformer and the second only DC. The DC was used
for lights only and the AC for lighting a microscope.
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5.2 Core fieldwork
After Goba the focus of the fieldwork started to change and turned into the so-called core
fieldwork. The core fieldwork excursions are listed below along with the backer and date of
excursion. For the next two visits, to Mlandizi and Bagamoyo, I tried out the new approach of
collecting data, but because of circumstances and coincidence it was not until the third core
fieldwork, referred to below as Mkuza 1, that I managed to carry out the investigations
satisfactorily.
Destination

Backer

Date

Mlandizi 1
Bagamoyo
Mkuza 1
Mlandizi 2
Mkuza 2
Mkuza 3 / Kiruvya
Mkuza 4

Amy Bei
Polly Bohany
DIT
DIT
DIT
DIT
DIT

15/3
27/3
30/3
31/3
1/4
3/4
24/4

When I compared my data from the initial fieldwork, Mlandizi 1 and Bagamoyo with the
estimations that was done by TANESCO the differences were notable. I decided to see if I
could create a general picture of a rural village demand by using reference data from
electrified villages. These reference data were meant to form a finger print demand for
different activities that should be the basis in the estimation of the load.
I decided to focus my survey on a more defined habitat where the village or villages I was
looking for should have been electrified for a while. It could neither be situated too close to
Dar es Salaam so that the village had the mentality of a city or too much influence from Dar
es Salaam, nor too far away so that the travelling time could be minimized in favour of time in
the field. From my earlier experiences from the costal areas with conservative and suspicious
villagers I decided to choose a village east of Dar es Salaam so that the meetings and
interviews could be carried out more accurately and efficiently. Based on these criteria I came
up with the choice of using Mkuza with surroundings as the main source for describing a rural
electrified habitat. But before coming to Mkuza with surroundings the outcome from the field
studies at Mlandizi and Babamoyo will be accounted for.
Mlandizi 1

15/3

Visit at Mlandizi Health Center arranged by Amy

At the hostel where I stayed I got to know Amy Bei who was doing research on malaria at the
Mohimbili Hospital in Dar es Salaam. Ami Bei performed part of her work at Mlandizi Health
Centre where she collected blood samples. She offered me to go with her to the Health
Centre.
HEALTH CENTRE
I went with a colleague of hers, as she had to stay and work at Mohimbili that day. We took a
car from the hospital and drove 1-1½ hours to Mlandizi and the Health Centre. While Amy’s
colleague collected samples I got to talk with the doctor of the Health Centre.
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The Health Centre was not yet to be called a Health Centre but the doctor told me that it was
almost as equipped as an official Health Centre. The biggest difference was that they could
not host patients over night and that they had no ambulance. We went through possible
equipments that could be found in a dispensary and a health centre and what treatments that
differed between them as well as working hours. The following was stated:
Dispensary

Health Centre

Equipment
Refrigerator
Centrifuge
Boiling equipment
Drying equipment
Sucking equipment
Ambulance
Electricity supply
Water supply

yes
yes
-

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Treatments
Delivery
Vaccination
Tooth extraction
Accommodation

yes
yes
-

yes
yes
yes
yes

Working hours
During the week
Fully manned
Half manned

Monday-Friday
8am-2pm
-

Monday-Sunday
8am-3pm
3pm-8am

Then I went through the Health Centre, which had 8 rooms and a veranda all installed with
light bulbs and fluorescent lamps. The electric equipment I found are presented below.
Refrigerator
Hybrid refrigerator
Boiler
Oven
Shake machine
Microscope
Mechanic sucking equipment

120W, 0.96A, 111 litre
85W electric powered compressor
230W using kerosene
2kW and 1.1kW
3A
38W
Using no electricity

I also found that the lighting always was installed in pairs with one light bulb and one
fluorescent lamp, see figure 5.3 below. It was a result of the fact that the fluorescent lamps
connected to rural national grid easily brakes as a result of the uneven power supply and large
fuses.
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Figure 5.6 To the left shows lighting installed in pairs with both light bulbs and fluorescent lamps. To the
right we have a kerosene and electricity refrigerator used for conserving vaccine.

DISPENSARY
On the way home from Mlandizi I went with the colleague to a dispensary, 10-15 minutes
from the main road. The building, which was of a good standard, was situated in between to
rural villages that were included in its catchment-area. Despite the building the dispensary had
not a satisfactory standard. They did not have any electricity and not even a kerosene
refrigerator, and for sterilizing instruments they boiled over open fire.
Bagamoyo

27/3

Visit to a mill and a carpentry shop arranged by Polly

Adam Bohany and his wife Polly that I got to know through Sten Bergman offered me to go
with them to Same over the weekend but it turned out that they could not take me with them.
When they came back Polly told me to contact a man called Charles because he should be
able to go with me to Msata village situated a 2-hour drive from Dar for a 2-3 days visit. I met
him and after some compromising we decided to go there over the following weekend. I
prepared myself with maps etc but two days before departure he had not got any reply from
the village chairman and Charles unquestionably wanted this reply before leaving. Instead he
offered a one daytrip, on Saturday the 27th, to Bagamoyo situated 1 hour north of Dar. I did
not have anything else planned so I said yes and thought, “one day is better then no day”.
When the day came I went to his office at around 9am. With him was his father in law who,
as I understood later, was going to join us the whole day. Before we left for Bagamoyo
Charles was going to a home for handicapped and old people for charity purpose. All in all it
was interesting to visit the home but it took far too much time. At 12.30pm we finally came to
Bagamoyo. As Charles and his father in law had to be back in Dar es Salaam at 4pm it gave
me two hours of fieldwork counting with a 30 minutes break for lunch. I had to abandon my
idea about going out in the rural areas outside Bagamoyo and decided to focus on activities in
Bagamoyo that are likely to be found in rural areas.
Despite the shortage of time the investigation went well although I could only visit one mill
and one carpentry shop. The fact that I was assisted by an acquaintance of Charles that came
from Bagamoyo made the meeting with the locals easy and fast especially when comparing
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with the meetings in Kisiju. Later I understood that the villages in the coastal areas were more
conservative and sceptic than the ones east of Dar. For the first time I had brought a current
meter, shown in figure 5.4 below, to measure the current but this time I did not get any
results.

Figure 5.7 Metering of current to a welding machine.

MILL
The miller had two electric engines one of 11kW (HP 15) powering grinding processes and
one of 18kW (HP 25) powering the milling process. I observed both the process and timed
them. The grinding process, where the corn was processed twice, took around 2-5 minutes in
total and the milling process took only 30 seconds.
The high season for milling was during July and September, low season from November to
March and in between the activity was estimated to be half of the high season activity. During
high season working ours was from 7am to 6pm with a break from 12am to 1pm.
CARPENTRY SHOP
The carpentry shop visited was well equipped and had five electric machines. The first of
2.2kW powering a levelling machine, the second of 2.2kW powering a saw, the third of
2.2kW powering a drill, the fourth of 1.1kW powering a vertical saw and the fifth with HP
1.8/2.5 powering a metal grinder.
High season was during dry season, which was considered to be from August to December,
and low season from April to July leaving intermediate season to be from January to March.
Working hours were from 7am to 6pm with a break from 1pm to 2pm.
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Mkuza 1

(30/3)

The 2nd excursion with the DIT.

As always when there was going to be an excursion out in the field I went early to the institute
to make sure that as few delays as possible occurred. After some slight problems with getting
the car, that was booked for 7.30am, I finally got one at 8.30am. Mr Ng’ombo who was my
assistant arrived shortly after 9 o’clock. It was good to have Mr Ng’ombo as assistant as he
was skilled in electric devices of all kinds and could help me to do more accurate
measurements and observations in the field. His English was good and we went along well
despite an age different of around 25-30 years.
When the metering equipment that we needed had been collected we set off. It took a bit more
than a half an hour to go to Mkuza situated 20 km east of Dar and which is stretched along
both the old trans-Tanzanian high way and the new trans-Tanzanian high way heading parallel
towards Zambia. First we had to find the chairman of the village to announce or presence,
explain our process and to do the obligatory “visitor singing”. It took quite a while to find him
and some more time to get invited by him to the village and to get the permission from him to
ask questions to the residents. When this was done and we finally could start to work it was
already around 11 o’clock.
MILLS
We started with the women milling organization of WAFTI, which according to my
observations was run by three women millers. We asked around for other milling activity and
there were two more. When we went and visited them it turned out that the mill run by
WAFTI was the only one in Mkuza that was running at the moment. We visited the WAFTI
several times during other later trips to collect complementing data, which also are accounted
for below.
They used an 18.5 kW 3-phase electric engine to operate one milling machine and one
grinding machine. Milling and grinding could be done simultaneously by using the 18.5 kW
engine, but this I was only rarely observed. No other use of electricity was found. I asked
them about the process and how much they used the machines and about working hours. They
work every day in the week no matter the season but the amount of work differed and with it
the use of the engine. In low season from November until February they serve 10-15
customers or less from 3 pm to 6 pm, intermediate season including October and March until
June around 30 customers from 12 am to 6 pm and in high season from July until September
up to 50 customers from 8 am to 6 pm.
Measurement could only be done when there were customers to be found, which was difficult
as it was low season when I was there. We managed to get data from the milling procedure
but no measured data from the grinding procedure. Two measurements were carried out on
the milling procedure. We measured the current in all three adjusted cables using a grab
current meter and the voltage between the cables using a voltage meter. The current was
measured without load, no maize in the milling machine, and with load, with maize in the
milling machine, and during measuring with load only one cable was measured. From the
observation an approximation of the load curve could be sketched. In addition when
measuring the second customer I timed the milling process.
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Results from measurements on the 18.5kW electric engine:
Voltage [V]

390

385

388

14.5

14.0

14.5

Current [A]
Customer 1
Without load:
With load:
Milling
Milling
Customer 2
Without load:
With load:
Milling

(Max)

(Max)

28
33
15

total of 3 min

27

total of 2 min

CARPENTRY SHOP
After the women’s milling organization I decided to visit a carpentry shop situated on the
other side of the highway running through the village.
I asked them the usual questions about the business and about seasons for carpeting. Open
hours were every day from 8 am – 5 pm during which they worked actively 30 % of the time
in low season between November and February, 50 % of the time between high and low
season is March and April and 80 % of the time in high season from May until November.
Because of farming and family obligations the most active time in the week tend to be
Monday afternoon, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday morning.
They were using three 3-phase machines; one 7.5 kW 3-phase engine for powering a rotating
saw and a levelling machine, one 1.1 kW 3-phase machine for a turning lathe and one for
another type of levelling machine. The first and the second machine were measured the third
was not in use. All three processes, sawing, levelling and turning, were measured with and
without load and on all three cables. In this case with load means the actual processing of the
wood. The voltage was measured as well.
Results from measurements on the 7.5kW electric engine:
Voltage [V]

388

392

388

3.2

4.5

3.5

4.5
6.0

5.5
6.0

4.0
5.5

Current [A]
Without load
With load:
Sawing
Levelling

(max)
(max)

Results from measurements on the 1.1kW electric engine:
Current [A]
Without load
With load:
Turning lathe

(max)

3.2

4.5

3.5

4.5

5.5

4.0
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Figure 5.8 Carpentry shop with round saw. Note the cable conditions.

When we finished the measurements and were ready to move on my assistant and the
receptionist for the carpentry shop had a discussion. Finally he explained that they wanted
compensation for the electricity that was used during the measuring. I was tired so finally I
gave her some shillings so that we could move to our next object of the day, which happened
to be a welding workshop.
WELDING
We went back to the main intersection and down hundred meters west on the high way on the
left side of the road, where we found the welding workshop. The craftwork took place in an
open shelter and the power came from a house near by to which I paid a visit on a later
excursion to Mkuza.
There were two people working Monday to Saturday, 8 am - 5 pm and having Sunday off.
One of them handled the welding machine while the other prepared metal component for the
craft. The welding machine was switched on only when needed, which seemed to be most of
the time, and was said to occur randomly during working hours. They considered low season
to be from February until May and high season from June until January.
The welding device looked like most of the other welding devices I came across in the field. It
was a 1-phase device, opened so that you could see the transformers that transforms down the
voltage and the home made connection to the power supply, se figure 5.6 below. I measured
the input current coming from the net, both when not in used and in use. I also measured the
output current during welding.
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Results from measurements on the welding device:
Input current [A]:
Not in use
In use

15 A
40 A

Output current [A]:
In use

140 A

Figure 5.9 The pictures demonstrate welding devices. As can be seen, the level of corrosion is high and could be
on reason to the large level of standby current. Not the connecting performance to the right.

HAIRDRESSER
Near the welders I found a hairdresser. They worked 8am-7pm from Monday to Friday
serving 60% of the customers from 3pm to 4pm. On Saturdays and Sundays they had
customers the whole days and worked 8am-7pm and 8am-8pm respectively. During daytime
they had one radio, one fan, one decoration light, one 40W and one 20W fluorescent lamp
running non-stop. They had one racer, 10W, used when shaving men. From 5 pm until closing
time six 50W light bulbs were switched on.
SHOP
Before leaving Mkuza we strolled along the central commercial street where they had various
shops which most of them used electricity for the purpose of light, fan, radio, charging cell
phones and a refrigerator for cool drinks. In one of the shops I found a photocopier marked
with 1.3 kW. It was turned on the whole day. We tried to measure stand by current and the
current when copying. The current meter gave little or no response.
Near Kibaha on the way back to Dar es Salaam
I bought a couple of chips omelettes for the road and then we went back towards Dar es
Salaam. We made a 30-40 minutes stop near the village of Kibaha were we made the final
observations of the day. The area, consisting more or less only of a junction situated close to
the high way, had more the character of a workshop centre than a village.
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TAILOR
First I visited two tailors working in the same workshop. They worked Monday to Saturday
from 8am to 8pm and had Sundays off. They used one radio, one 40W bulb inside, one 60W
fluorescent lamp outside at night, one fan and one flat-iron of 1000W. Ten times a day around
20 minutes a time the flat-iron was used.
CHARGING + WELDING
Down the street I found a place where car batteries could be charged, a battery charging point.
At the same place they also had a welding device. Measured input and output current when
welding was 30-50A and around 100A respectively.
They had two different types of customers, car owners that preferred the so-called express
charging and households that preferred the slow charging. Express charging could be done 7
times per day and they took 700 Tsh per battery. Slow charging could be done 2 times per day
every time with 5 batteries and one battery slow charged cost 500Tsh.
Sketches were done and photos were taken of the charging arrangements. The next day I
returned to this charging point to do some measurements. Now it was around 5.30pm and
getting late. We went back to the DIT and when I was walking back to the hostel it was
already dark.
Mlandizi 2

(31/3)

The 3rd excursion with the DIT.

Next day I went early, around 7.30, to the institute to be sure of having a car available when
Mr Ng’omgo turned up. At 9am I got the car but Mr Ng’ombo had not arrived. Finally he
came and we could leave at around 10 o’clock. Mlandizi was more than an hour away passing
Mkuza half way and situated along the same highway. This time I decided not go to the
Chairman because if we did we could jeopardize the whole day and also I had already met the
doctor at the Health Centre and he knew that I had good intentions. In addition I had noticed
that the smaller the village was and the closer to the coast area it was situated, the more
suspicious the community was and the higher the expectation of an official notification was.
Mlandizi was both bigger then Mkuza and situated further east than Mkuza.
HEALTH CENTRE
First we went to the Health Centre to finish up with complementary measurements on the
devices used. We measured a boiler with two different loads and one refrigerator with the
120W, 1-phase powered compressor running. We had a slight problem measuring the
refrigerator because when we prepared the measuring we disconnected the refrigerator and
interrupted thereby the compressor in the middle of one compression sequence. But after the
pressure had been balanced we could continue with out complications.
In addition, they had one kerosene-electricity hybrid refrigerator and one DC powered
refrigerator driven by batteries charged with photovoltaic. No measurements could be done
while they were either broken or not in use. However, on the DC powered refrigerator we
could read the current 5A and the voltage 12V that was needed for it to be run. All
measurements were carried out in a clinic environment sometimes we made the necessary
observations while patients were taken care of. The boiler was especially inconvenient to
measure because it was situated in the delivery room.
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Results from measurements on boiler and refrigerator:
Voltage [V]

218

Boiler:
Load 1
Load 2

1.5 A
2.5 A

at one socket

Refrigerator, 120W:
Voltage [V]

223

Current [A]

0.9

at the socket

MILLS
As I did not get enough measurements from the milling organization of WAFTI in Mkuza I
now focused on getting as much of that data as possible in Mlandizi. However, as Mlandizi
was considerably bigger and as the milling business was more frequent it would not show the
working routine of a mill in a rural village.
All in all I visited three milling locations, Mill1, Mill 2 and Mill 3, and did measurements and
observations on six 3-phase engines in total. The size of the engines was bigger than the ones
likely to be found in rural villages, but the customers came more frequently. Nevertheless,
timing the customers coming and the working schedules of the different mills was still a
challenge, and essential to be able to accomplish a set of useful results. Some times only the
measuring without load was possible. The milling in Mill 2 and 3 was more a line process
than Mill 1 and the one in Mkuza, which had fewer customers and served them one at a time
as they came.
Results from measurements on the welding device:
MILL 1
Grinding
Current [A]:
No load
Load

15 HP, 11kW

Milling
Current [A]:
No load
Load

25 HP, 18.5kW

(max)

(max)

8
-

17
30

16
28

13
26

36

MILL 2
Grinding
Current [A]:
No load
Load

30 HP, 22 kW

Milling
Current [A]:
No load
Load

30 HP, 22 kW

Grinding
Current [A]:
No load
Load

15 HP, 11kW

(max)

(max)

(max)

20.5
24

17.5
22

19.5
23

19
-

21

18

57

57

-

MILL 3
Milling
Current [A]:
No load
Load

30 HP, 40 kW
23
55

Figure 5.10 Milling machine to the left. Grinding machine to the upper right. Members
of the women milling organisation in Mkuza to the lower right.

CARPENTRY SHOP / WELDING
While exploring the mills I came across a well-equipped carpentry shop. I got the opportunity
to measure a good deal of their tools and devices after some persuading by my assistant, Mr
Ng’ombo. They had 2 saws, one turning lathe, sharpener and a leveller all using 3-phase
engines, and in addition a welding device. The welding transformer was not covered. As well
as by the mills I focused only on the measuring. I also observed and schematically sketched
the load profile on Saw 2.
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Results from measurements on one welding device and five 3-phase engines:
Welding device, 1-phase
Input:
Voltage [V]:
Current [A]:
Not welding
Welding
Output:
Voltage [V]:
Current [A]:
Welding
Turning lathe
Voltage [V]:
Current [A]:
No load
Load

215
(max)

42.5
(max)

220

0.75 kW, 1 HP

(max)

Leveller
Current [A]:
No load
Load

2.2 kW

Saw 1
Current [A]:
No load
Load

5.5 kW, 8HP

Saw 2
Current [A]:
No load
Load
Load

12 kW

Sharpener
Current [A]:
No load
Load

29
60

(max)

(max)

(average)
(max)

388

388

388

1
2

1
2

1
2

3.8
4.0

4.4
-

4.6
-

2.2
10
18

2.5

2.6

-

-

1.2

1.0

-

0.5 kW, φ = 0.7
(max)

1.2
-
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Figure 5.11 Levelling machine to the left and a sharpener to the right.

As shown in the figures presented above the equipments using current around 1 to 2 ampere
the certainty of their accuracy should be questioned. After visiting the carpentry shop we were
very tired and the 2pm heat did not make it easier for us so we decided to take a break.
Around 3pm we took the jeep out of Mlandizi and down to the plans stretching out east of the
township hoping to get some breeze. We stopped next to a tree and shared a big watermelon
that I bought the same morning on the way out. Recuperated we returned to Mlandizi. First
we went back to Mill 1 and this time we were luckier. We came just when the miller got a
new customer and we were able to get data from the milling machine with load. The result is
presented above.
HAIRDRESSER
After the visit at the Mill 1 Mr Ng’ombo and I walked back along the road heading towards
the centre. Along the way we past shops, stores and small workshops of which all were using
electricity sparsely. We past two hair saloons one serving men and one serving women and
they seemed to be using quite a bite of electricity so I stopped to do some closer
investigations.
The saloon for men had working hours from 8am to 6.30pm everyday in the week having the
most customers coming around 4pm. On Saturday and Sunday they had more customers than
from Monday to Friday and in the end of each month and on holidays they had most of their
customers. They used two 10 W racers, one fan in the ceiling, two 40 W lamps and one radio.
The women saloon worked from 7am to 8pm everyday in the week but had the highest
customer density on weekends with around 10-15 customers per day. They had three 40 W
lamps and one fan in the ceiling and used one 1000 W stand alone hair-drier, one 630 W stand
alone steamer and a 1000 W water boiler. The 1000 W hair-drier was, with a usage of 5 times
a day 30 minutes a time, the most frequently used device.
Mkuza to Kibaha
CHARGING
We left Mlandizi to return back to the 2-3 million town of Dar es Salaam. On the way we
stopped between Mkuza and Kibaha to check the charging point I visited the day before. This
time they were charging, a slow-charge with four batteries, and I took some pictures, sketched
and measured. The usefulness of the measures is minor as the charging round was at the end.
To get the maximum power consumption the current flow is to be measured at the start of the
charging round.
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Mkuza 2

(1/4)

The 4th excursion with the DIT

The next excursion was the second to Mkuza and the third in a row in the same direction, east
on the Morogoro road. This day I was not as lucky as the previous days. The day before the
head of the Electric Department Mr Kusekwa had declared that I could not have Mr Ng’ombo
with me as he was needed in doing other duties and that it was going to be difficult to find
someone to assist me as there was going to be a big test the next day. The result was that
around 9 o’clock I got to know that I could have Ally Abdahla as my assistant to join me from
10am. I had had Ally as an assistant before, in Kisiju, and I knew that his practical skills on
electric devices were not as good as Mr Ng’ombo and his English was poor. Despite his
English I decided that the aim of the trip should only consist of interviews, mainly because I
needed to get an overall picture of the use of electricity. I had made sure that a car was
available but there were some misunderstandings between Ally, Mr Kusekwa and me so when
I finally left DIT it was approaching lunchtime and 45 minutes later we were in Mkuza.
As we had talked with the chairman two days before I did not see any need of visiting him. In
other words I started with the research when arriving. During the day I covered three tailors,
ten shops of all kinds, three restaurants/bars, one market place, one hair dresser, one police
office, one financial institute, one guest house, one filling station, one carpentry shop and
finally a bicycle mechanic all listed below.
10 shops of all kinds
3 tailor
3 restaurants/bars
1 market place
1 hairdresser
1 police office

1 office, financial institutes
1 guesthouse
1 filling station
1 carpentry shop
1 bicycle mechanic

I tried to get a picture of the electric consumption by looking into the different activities listed
above. I searched for, and the need for, electric appliances that I could connect to the different
customers or potential customers found. I also tried to find a pattern of the different types of
consumptions.
TAILOR
Devices found used by the tree tailors were 1000W flat-irons, 90W to 100W gadgets
powering a sewing machine, 15W radios, fluorescent lamps and light bulbs of 40W, 30Wand
18W and 80W fans. One tailor did not have any flat-iron. The most useful device for the
activity seemed to be the flat-iron and the radio although one tailor meant that he valued the
sawing gadget before the flat-iron. Working hours for one of the tailors was 7am-8pm.
SHOP/STORE
I studied the shops in three different ways. First I tried to define them after what they were
offering e.g. music store, hardware store, drugstore, etc. Then I focused on stores using
refrigerators for any purposes, and in the meanwhile I listed shops/stores, randomly selected,
after electric users and non-electric users. The once that I looked more into was ten customers
in total.
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Table 5.1 A summary of all shops investigated in Mkuza.
Shops nr.

1

Security light
Light
Radio
Fan
Refrigerator
Photo copy
Mobil-charger

1
1

2
1
1
1
1

3

4
1

5

6

7

1
1

1
1

2

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

8

9

4

1

1
1

1

10

1
1
1

1

Four of the nine that were randomly picked were electric users. A connection factor of 4/9
agreed with my impression of connection rate during the visit. Of the ones inspected five of
ten had a refrigerator. Generally, the ones that were specialized in something – for example
selling tools like an ironmonger or drugs like the drugstore – did not have a refrigerator.
Shops without any particular target group used a refrigerator mainly for selling cool drinks.

Figure 5.12 The picture shows a Shop. In the background we can
see a refrigerator and a radio with a tape recorder.

RESTAURANTS/BARS
I visited three restaurants and bars of which two used electricity. The other two had similar
consumption patterns. In addition I ordered food at some fast-food stand and was able to do
some observations.
Bar/ Restaurant
Light
Radio
Fan
Refrigerator

1

2
2
1
2

3

1
1
1

The biggest difference was the open hours. The more restaurant oriented ones had open hours
from 6am to 6pm and the more bar oriented from 7am to 10pm and was using light in the
evenings.
GENERAL MARKET
Several times I past through the main market place in Mkuza and once I took a closer look
trying to find any use of electricity, but I did not find anything. However, walking around in
the market I felt that some kind of public lighting could be useful, as it would extend the
market hours.
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Figure 5.13 The main market place in Mkuza. No public lighting as streetlight was installed.

HAIRDRESSER
I came across a hair saloon for women recently opened and therefore it was only a small
business. It was as well equipped as the ones in Mlandizi with two 1000W stand alone dryers
and one 650W stand alone steamer, one fan in the roof and one 18W lamp. I got the feeling
that the demand for such an advanced hairdresser services was small. The ones visited near
the welding workshop felt more suitable for that size of village.
OFFICES
I did an accurate investigation of the local police office, where the police commissioner was
friendly and helpful. The police office consisted of three rooms; Room 1, the chef of police
room, was used from 7 am until 3.30pm, Room 2, the reception, 24 hours and Room 3, the
storeroom, only occasionally. All three rooms had one 100W light bulb. Security lights, two
18W fluorescent lamps, were switched on during nighttimes.
I found a local financial institute that was closed with iron bars. The only use of electricity I
could see was two 20 W lamps and one 40 W security lamp. Neither by the police nor by the
local financial institute did it seem to be an approach to use any electric secretary gadgets. All
the paper work was managed manually.
GUESTHOUSE
Close to the highway I found a guesthouse that had 11 rooms, 1 office, 1 storage room, 1
living room, a corridor, a toilet section for men and women and one veranda. The equipment
of each room is presented in table 5.2 below.
Table 5.2 A summary of the electric appliances in the different rooms in a guesthouse.
Number of room type
Light
Fan
TV
Refrigerator

Rooms
11

Office
1

1
1

1
1

Storage
1

Living room
1

Corridor
1

Veranda
1

Toilet
1

1
1

10 *

3

1
1
* Lamps used were of 11W
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The electricity consumption pattern of the guesthouse in total can be simplified as a direct
function of number of customers hosted. For the high booking period, high season, the
number of customers was 5 to 7 and for the low booking period, low season, less than 3. High
season was weekends, Friday to Saturday and Saturday to Sunday, as well as weekdays close
to the end of the months. In other words, there were more bookings on weekends and an
increase of bookings when approaching the end of the month. The low season is thus during
the weeks except at the end of the months. I did not ask anything of where the customers
came from but as it was situated close to the road it could be assumed that they came from
outside Mkuza.
FILLING STATION
I was lucky to get the opportunity measure on the engine that powered the petrol pump when
a customer was going to fill up a petrol can. We took of the cover and found the 0.55-0.75kW
marked engine and applied the current meter. Because of faulty measuring and as it was the
only customer at the time, there were on data collected. On the petrol pump I found two 18W
fluorescent lamps, but they were not being used.
CARPENTRY SHOP
I found a carpentry shop that only used manual tools and no electricity and it was more of a
carving activity. I asked him to rate electrical tools that he would like to bye. First came a
levelling machine, then a saw and on third place came a drilling machine.
BICYCLE-MECHANIC
I also came across a bicycle-mechanic and as the carpentry shop he did not have electricity. I
asked him the same thing, if he could rate electrical tools that he would like to bye. Number
one was a compressor to compress air, number two a sharpener, number three a welding
machine and number four a drill. I asked him if he should put a compressor first on the list if
he considered the costs and the usefulness and the answer was yes.
Mkuza 3 /Kiruvya

(3/4)

The 4th excursion with the DIT.

The planed excursion the previous day, Friday the 2nd of April, had to be cancelled since it
was impossible to find an assistant to join me out in the field. Finally I managed to get a car
and an assistant going on Saturday the 3rd of April. The assistant, Mr Abdalah not to be mixed
with Mr Ally Abdahla the assistant at the visit to Kisiju, spoke good English and was open
minded which made the interviews and work more efficient and less problematic.
During the 2nd trip to Mkuza I met the head of the secondary school of Kiruvya situated near
Kibaha. He invited me to come and look at the school the next day, Friday, and he gave me
his phone number. I decided to go there even though it was Saturday and even though he was
not reachable on his cell phone. We found the secondary school and after some asking around
we found one that called for someone who could answer to questions about the secondary
school.
Within the secondary school ground we also found a primary school and a dispensary.
Although the rooms at the primary school seemed to be a dim and the standard in general was
as good as at the secondary school no electricity was used. The dispensary on the other hand
was very well equipped in terms of light, fan and electric gadgets.
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DISPENSARY
While waiting for the key person we investigated the dispensary and got guided by a nurse,
the only staff seen at the dispensary during the whole visit. Enclosed was seven rooms where
one room, Room 1, was used the whole working day and the others only when attending
patients. All rooms except the storage had one fan, one 40W and one 100W lamp. The types
of rooms are:
Room 1
Room 2
Room 3
Room 4
Room 5
Room 6
Room 7

Office, examination (Doctor Room)
Rest room, treatment room
Office
Laboratory
Storage room
Restroom for pregnant women, vaccine storage
Office, delivery

Equipments found in the rooms mentioned above are as follows:
Examination lamp, 40 W
Refrigerator (kerosene/electricity-hybrid) compressor 85 W
Hot plate (two, 2 kW each) - broken
Big boiler/sterilizer
Smaller boiler/sterilizer
The refrigerator was running on kerosene when I was there as the reliability of electricity was
considered to be low. When sterilizing they boiled one litre of water for around 20 minutes.
The big boiler was used twice a month and the small boiler every second day. Drinking water
was purified twice a day at 8am and 3-4pm through boiling. The fans were being used during
working hours around twice a week when hot weather. Security light represented of six 40W
fluorescent lamps was running from 6pm until 7am.
It should be mentioned that the area had connections with a former government person and
could therefore have been given more funds than other areas. When the interview was
finished I took some pictures of all the equipment and when we went back to the head office
of the secondary school to meet up with our key person for the secondary school.
SECONDARY SCHOOL
The secondary school could not use all that they had purchased as everything was not
installed or taken in use. So what will be described is how the secondary school should use
electricity excluding planned hosting of students.
The lessons took place in four classrooms equally equipped and three laboratory rooms
sparsely equipped using no electricity as well as an assembly hall that also was used for local
purposes and events taking place on Saturdays and Sundays. The classrooms were located in
one recently built building and had six 40W fluorescent lamps and three ceiling fans each.
Additionally, there were seven 40W fluorescent lamps to be found outside. The assembly hall
had three fans and six fluorescent lamps of 40W and 60W. Apart from the teaching orientated
premises they had three offices and a teacher accommodation, stuff quarters, at the moment
used as an extra classroom and storage. In the offices we found fans, light, a refrigerator, a
boiler for tea, a computer and a printer.
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The school had both Government-pupils 7.30am-2.30pm Monday to Friday with a total of 410
and private- pupils 2.30pm-6.30pm Monday to Saturday with a total of 200. Tea time
10.30am-11.30am Monday to Friday and water boiled in 10 minutes 2-3 times during this
time. Security light was planned but they did not have any in particular at the moment and
approximately four more offices were being planned for. Water was supplied through
pipelines. No purification by boiling water was being done specifically.
In Mkuza
Satisfied I returned back to the car and the driver with Mr Abdalla. After taking a break and
an omelette with chips I decided, after discussing with the other two, to go to Mkuza for a
short visit. First I tried to find a mosque or a church as I had not come across any electrified
ones so far, and later a dispensary to compare with the well equipped one at Kiruvya
secondary school. We did not find a church or a mosque but while searching for them we
found two so called Video Shows, one hospital and one dispensary. As the hospitals are not
likely to be found in rural areas I decided not to investigate it.
VIDEO SHOW
The two video shows were similar and both consisted of a shaded room with chairs for the
audience and in the front a TV and a video recorder. One of the video shows had a refrigerator
and two security lights. Next to both video shows there had grown up a miniature centre
obviously connected to or owned by the video show business. Businesses directly connected
to the video show are kiosks or bars using refrigerators, radios and light. The video show
business was mostly running during the whole day into the evening showing broadcasts and
movies.

Figure 5.14 One of the Video Shows in Mkuza. To the left of the entrance there is a shop.

DISPENSARY
The dispensary used only use one lamp outdoor. As there was a hospital not far away and as
Mkuza also have a military dispensary in the township the status of this dispensary could be
questioned.
Near Kibaha returning back to Dar es Salaam
As it had taken a good deal of time investigating the secondary school and driving around in
Mkuza village and as I had achieved a lot of high-quality fieldwork during the week we set
off for Dar es Salaam with the four wheel drive.
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FILLING STATION
On the way we stopped at a filling station of good standard. As there was a restaurant nearby,
they focused on the filling and vehicle service. They used a radio, a refrigerator, light for the
office, security light of ten 50W lamps and three pumps of 500W. On each pump it was
possible to switch on two fluorescent lamps to light up the board. They had a diesel generator
that, because of lack of electricity, had to be run once a week for 30 minutes to 1 hour.
Security light was on from 7pm to 5am and the office light from 6am to 6pm when the office
was used.
Mkuza 4

(24/4)

The 5th excursion with the DIT.

Two and a half weeks later I was back in Mkuza for a final visit. This time I got Mr Ng’omgo
as an assistant. I had been trying to come out in the field for a whole week but it turned out to
be more or less impossible. Either the cars would not work or no assistant was to be found
that could join me. What also delayed the work was that DIT wanted me to do a presentation,
which ironically was postponed twice and eventually I had to have my presentation on the day
when I was leaving. This last occasion for presentation was not organized in time and as it
could not be postponed any further it had to be cancelled. Despite the circumstances I finally
on Friday the 23rd managed to get an arrangement for going to the field, namely to Mkuza.
This morning all preparations including making sure that a car was ready in time went fine
without delay. The only thing missing was Mr Ng’ombo. Eventually he showed up and we set
out. I this time focused on churches, mosques and post offices. I found one missionary, one
mosque and one post office. The rest of the time I did some complementary research
randomly in the village.
MISSION
The missionary had mainly three different purposes; to hold kindergarten, to perform church
service and to host four working nuns. Of these the hosting/household demand used the most
power. The sister I interviewed was very helpful and I got a detailed exposition of the
facilities. It was over all sparsely equipped but with a high standard. They used a flat-iron of
1000W randomly on Tuesdays, a washing machine Mondays at 9am and some times at 1112am lasting 1hour and 30 minutes each, a water boiler of 1,2kW for hot showers seldom and
then randomly during the week, a TV of 60-90W around 8pm and a radio. In addition they
had seven 40W fluorescent lamps switched on every day from 6pm to 9pm and one security
light switched on from 6pm to 6am every day.
KINDERGARTEN
The kindergarten activities did not need any electricity.
CHURCH
Mass took place in the church on Sundays from 7am to 8.30am and from 4pm to 4.30pm and
during Christmas and Easter. They could, depending on the temperature, use up to 9 ceiling
fans during a period from September to March. The fans were switched on separately and two
fans were therefore not likely to be switched on simultaneously. Attached on the church I
found eight 20W fluorescent lamps used as security light where four of them creating a cross.
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MOSQUE
At the mosque we had to wait for someone that could describe how much electricity the
mosque needed. When he finally came he had no key for the mosque so we could not enter,
but he was most willing to describe the activities linked to it. Two 40W lamps represented the
security light. Inside they had 2 lamps one for the women part and one for the men part and
during worship they used two loudspeakers each with an estimated use of 60W. Worship
hours were 4am, 7am, 4pm, 6.30pm and 8pm.
POST OFFICE
After the mosque we went to a post office. It was of good standard and the use of electricity
was one security lamp of 20W form 6pm to 6am.
After the visit at the post office I decided to go back where we started to see if we could find
something that we did not discover before. We went along the highway and came to the
welding workshop investigated during the first visit.
CHARGING POINT
Behind the welding workshop I found a man charging batteries. He also had a shop where he
repaired radios and other gadget using electricity only for a regular soldering iron.
I took some pictures on the charging process and measured the current used at the moment. It
was a slow charge and used 1A at a voltage of 240V. But most of the time I asked questions
concerning his clientele, of which he had car owner customers and household customers. All
household customers, estimated by the man to be around 50, came from Mkusa as well as
50% of the car owner customers. Slow change was dune only during daytime and it was the
most common type of charging for the car owner customers and around 60% of the household
customers. Quick charge was only done for the household customers and took two hours for
four batteries to be charged.
Form the business he got an income of 28 000 Tsh a month that was based on 500 Tsh for
charging one battery.
Returning back from Kibaha
CAR MECHANIC/GARAGE
Also on this visit to Mkuza I stopped on the way home and this time to explore a car
mechanic and garage that I noticed on the way out. They were doing repairs on small mopeds
to cars. They had a welding machine with a stand by current of 10A and 30-40A when
running (220V), a battery charger and a compressor that was out of order. For lighting they
used five lamps of 20W, 20W, 40W, 60W and 60W and a security lamp of 40W. After the
measuring and the picture taking were carried out we went back to Dar es Salaam on the
highway for the last time.
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6 Analysis
The data for the developing of an estimation method and the collecting process of the same
have been accounted for. These data will now be analysed. To make a distinction between the
customers investigated and the electrical appliances being used the analysis was divided into
one customer type analysis and one appliance load analysis. First to be described is the
analysis of the electric appliances and which has a focus on the defending of the same
matching their function in reality based on the analysing of their load characteristics. The
purpose of the customer category analysis is to define, sort and describe investigated
customers using the identified appliances as well as defining their characteristics in a form
that could be used to base the estimation method on.

6.1 Appliance load analysis
The aim of the appliance load analysis is mainly to present the electric appliances that were
investigated during the field to be used in describing of the customer types and in the final
estimation method. Appliances that are directly connected to a certain customer type will,
however, be accounted for more closely in the customer type analysis.
During the fieldwork I tried to understand the electricity consumption pattern of an electrified
rural village. The data collected through observations, interviews and measurements gave
information about how different customers used electricity based on type of appliance, how
and when the appliances were being used. To get an accurate picture on the power demand of
each electric appliance, emphasis was laid on understanding the characteristic of the same.
This information about appliances was gathered together and summarized in a list, appendix
A. The appliances in the list are the basic elements on which the computation is based on. The
aim of the list is, firstly, to document all types of uses of electricity in a systematic way and,
secondly, to define each appliance after a general structure so that it could to be used in the
estimation method. The appliances are sorted in six groups and arranged in a way to make it
easier to find a suitable appliance when defining customer types, namely by Light, Domestic
uses, Commercial gadgets, Office equipment, Health Care equipment and Electric machines.
The appliances are given a power demand, the type of usage represented by deterministic,
stochastic and critic-stochastic usage and finally when it is to be used. The limit for critic
loads were set to 3000 W or greater.
Lighting
As the deterministic load demand in the evening mainly consists of the demand from light I
chose to characterise light by four different lighting types; Indoor light, Working light,
Outdoor light and Security light. Below follows the definition of the types based on data
collected during fieldwork through interviews and observations.
Table 6.1 Various types of lighting collected during fieldwork.
Lighting
Indoor light
Working light
Out door light
Security light

Power demand
50
50
40
30

W
W
W
W

Usage
Deterministic, from 6pm till 11pm or until closing time
Deterministic, during working hours
Deterministic, from 6pm till 11pm or until closing time
Deterministic, from 6pm or when closing till 6am or when opening
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The differences in the power demand of the different lighting are based on that lighting used
indoor are mainly light bulbs and for outdoors uses mainly the more power saving fluorescent
lamps are being used. Interesting to mention is that at Mlandizi Health Centre and at the
Dispensary they were using light bulbs and fluorescent lamps parallel as the power supply
from the national grid was not stable and could break the fluorescent lamps.
Domestic appliances
The domestic appliances category includes gadgets that possibly could be found in a
household and are represented in the table below. All data are based on observations and
interviews during fieldwork and were not based on any measurements.
Table 6.2 In terms of domestic uses these electric appliances represents the ones found during fieldwork.
Domestic appliances

Power demand

Usage

Radio small
Radio big

30 W
150 W

Deterministic, during working hours
Deterministic, during working hours

TV
Video

100 W
20 W

Generally: Stochastic during working hours
Video Show: Deterministic, follows working hours

Ceiling fan
Standing fan

75 W
75 W

Generally: Stochastic, during hot hours (10am-3pm)
Guesthouse: Stochastic, during night hours

When determining the power demand from these appliances data was additionally taken from
equipments at Dar es Salaam Institute of Technology. Radio big represents lager music
equipments such as stereos and Radio small stands for smaller radio equipments. As no
marking on the different fans not were found I assumed the demand to be 75W for both fan
types recommended by Mr Ng’ombo.
Commercial appliances
The next category is commercial appliances and sums up all types of tools, gadget or piece of
equipment that could be used in a business excluding electric engines. The outcome of the
fieldwork is presented below and is based on observations, interviews and measurements.
Table 6.3 Electric appliances used by commercial customers such as shops and hairdressers.
Commercial appliances
Refrigerator

Power demand
200 W

Usage
Stochastic, 24 hours

Welding
Welding (Stand by mode)
Welding (Welding mode)

9000 W
3000 W
6000 W

Welding workshop: Deterministic, during working hours
Welding workshop: Critic-Stochastic, during working hours

Battery charger
Small hair dryer
Standing dryer
Steamer
Shave machine
Sew engine
Flat iron

240
500
1000
650
10
100
1000

Deterministic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours

W
W
W
W
W
W
W

Critic and Stochastic, during working hours

Measurements and calculations were carried out for the Refrigerator and the Welding. From
the measuring of the refrigerator it turned out that the power demand was approximately 25%
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greater than the marking. The demand from a welding machine is considerably large and but
could, despite the fact that no markings were to be found on the welding machines, be
considered to be reliable as it is based on several measurements. Other loads of importance
are the hairdryers and flat iron as they have load close to the set limit for critic loads. The
battery charger was investigated several times nevertheless the measurements carried out were
of little satisfaction but still with a result.
Office appliances
All devices used in an office represent office appliances. Through interviews I understood that
computers and printers could be possible to find in the future for example in a secondary
school. I got, however, no figure on a typical power demand. I assumed the power demand to
be 100W for both a computer with screen and a printer. At one shop I found a photocopier
that was marked with 1300W.
Table 6.4 Electric appliances for ordinary office routes.
Office Uses
Computer
Printer
Photocopier

Power demand
100 W
100 W
1300 W

Usage
Deterministic, follows working hours
Stochastic during working hours
Stochastic during working hours

The power consumption of a photocopier is only represented by a usage of 1300W when
copying, which results in 1300W spikes in the system. If the system cannot provide power in
this moment, this could be critical.
Health Care appliances
The Health Care appliances that were found during fieldwork are listed below. Measurements
and calculations were carried out to obtain the power demand of a large and a small boiler.
Table 6.5 Electric appliances serving health care purposes.
Health Care
Examine. lamp
Microscope
Shake machine
Hot plate
Boiler small
Boiler large
Kerosene hybrid
Refrigerator

Power demand

Usage

40 W
20 W
40 W

Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours

2000 W
500 W
1000 W

Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours

100 W

Stochastic, 24 hours

The standard kerosene hybrid refrigerator is marked with 85W but as from measurements on
other refrigerators the demand tended to be 25% greater the marking, the figure of 100W was
chosen. The power demand of the microscope is assumed.
Electric machines
The appliances gathered under the electric machines category where investigated the most.
The data collected were far greater per appliances than all other appliances mentioned so far
as the engines were assumed to be the most critical in a rural village. There data was collected
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by noting the marked power demand and by calculating the power demand based on carried
out measurements. The outcome is summarised in the table below.
Table 6.6 In this table are all electric machines found during fieldwork summarised.
Electric machines
Fuel Pump
Milling:
Milling Without load
Milling With load
Carpenter:
Group 1 (Larger engine)
Group 2 (Smaller engine)

Power demand
500 VA

Usage
Stochastic, during working hours

7000 VA
12500 VA

Critic-Stochastic, during working hours
Critic-Stochastic, during working hours

3500 VA
1000 VA

Critic-Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours

The most accurate outcome from the measurement came from the milling machines. It could
be determined how much of the nominal power written on the machines the power used when
milling without and with load, namely 44% and 80% respectively. These figures are based on
investigations of a total of 11 electrical machines and the following calculations of the
collected data. The usage factors mentioned above were determined to 0.44 and 0.80
representing how much of the nominal power, the figures written on the machines, that
actually is being used for milling without load and with load respectively. For the result of
power demand without load and with load 6 and 5 measurements were carried on 5 and 4
electrical machines respectively.
The factor was used to give the actual power demand of a milling machine shown in table 6.6
above. The average milling machine investigated was marked with the power 15.4kW. For the
carpenter the different machines used were sorted into two groups; Group 1 including
Levelling machine and Sawing machines and Group 2 including Turning lathe machines,
Sawing (vertical) machines, Drilling machines and Sharpening machines. For Group 1, Group
2 and the Fuel Pump, the power represents the average of the nominal power demand
multiplied with the factor of 0.8 from the measurements on the milling machines.

6.2 Sorting of Customers types
In order to achieve a more structured investigation leading to more useful data customers
were sorted into customer types. In addition, along the process of developing a computation
method I adapted two ways of sorting customer types after. The first categorisation is done
after what role a customer type would serve in the community and the second one after what
approach the customer types were or should be analysed.

6.2.1 Categorisation after function in community
This categorisation based on the function of customer types could be found in different
reports and are mainly used, in a wider perspective, to describe the energy consumption
pattern for the different purposes in a community [12]. The development of different purposes
categorised by Domestic Uses, Productive Uses, Public Uses and Industrial Uses are often
being used separately to describe growth rate and growth characteristic. To make my
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methodology more adjustable to the conventional ways of estimating the demand
development I decided to sort the customers into the categories Domestic uses, Productive
uses, Public uses/Institutes and Industrial uses/Organisations.

6.2.2 Categorisation after investigation approached
During the work out in the field I came across many different types of customers all having
their unique consumption pattern. Some were easy to find and these were considered to be
found in considerable numbers in any village. Other customers used an electricity appliance
as a bas for its activity and had to be investigated in a different way. After being confronted
with all different types of customers I had finally developed an investigation technique where
I used different analyse approaches for customers of different types. The idea was to focus on
the essential parts for the particular customer and to minimize the risk of missing important
information. To systematize this investigation technique I defined four customer types and
named them type A, B, C and D.
Type A customers were likely to be found in numbers greater than 10. The customers of this
customer type are most likely to be found using different combinations on appliances. It was
therefore needed to introduce a special solution to deal with this matter. To keep the
methodology as simple and easy-to-grasp as possible I decided that a certain amount of the
customers in a customer type, that is a certain part of the customer type, could use a certain
electric appliance. In other words the amount of appliances should be aloud to be distressed to
a more accurate figure. The focus was set on investigating many customers so that a general
mean demand pattern could be pictured and to find out how many of these customers will use
each item.
Type B customers were using electric appliances of considerable load for their main activity.
These customers are likely to be customers with a critic demand pattern for a supply system.
It is therefore of greatest interest to in detail understand the routines and to carry out
measurements. In addition, information about seasonal changes is of interest.
Type C customers are the most common ones and could be defined as a customer likely to be
found but not in numbers greater the 10. Firstly, the focus was set on finding all possible
electric appliances that could be used and to decide if they were likely or not to be found
again for similar customers. If an item of considerable load is found an additional weighting
of the likeliness of the appliance of being found to the greatness of its power demand.
Secondly, the focus was set on usage pattern of the appliances of importance for the particular
customer type. An electric appliance of considerable load was always closer investigated
although the item was found unlikely to be used.
Type D customers are defined as rarely found customers. There were two ways of
approaching these categories depending on the kind of the customer. If the customer had good
potential of being standardised, for example a Secondary School, it was investigated further
else was a deeper investigation of lower priority. The latter is always going to have a new
pattern for each community and must there for be investigated for each village assumed that it
has a demand of importance.
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6.3 Customer type analysis
The aim of the customer type analysis was to generate the final base on which the
computation method could be designed. The main effort in the customer type analysis was
laid on an accurate and structured analyse of the customers despite the shortage of data
collected. Each customer type was investigated and analysed individually to recognize all
individual aspects. A summary of the collected customers is presented in appendix B.
The customers are presented in the categories Domestic uses, Productive uses, Public
uses/Institutes and Industrial uses/Organisations. After a summary of the investigations
carried out each customer type is addressed with the type A, B, C and D to describe the
approach that would be suitable. Finally the characteristics of the customer type is presented
in a way that correlates with the estimation method, that is; suggesting what appliances will
found along with a customer type and to present the assumed working hours or occupation of
the customer type.

6.3.1 Domestic Uses
Included under domestic uses are only households. In other estimation methods households
are divided into sub groups of households. I, however, use only one customer type to describe
households.
Households
I did not focus on households during my fieldwork as I did not have the amount of time
needed and as many investigations concerning households had been carried out. I did,
however, do some observations during my fieldwork in the non-electrified villages of Wino
and Kisiju. The type of investigation approach for the households should, however, definitely
be of type A.
From my observations and from my experience during my two month stay in Tanzania I
would assume that the average electrified household would use 3 light bulbs, Indoor Light, or
fluorescent lamps for evening light and I would assume that at least 50 % would use 1 radio
of a small type. With the assumption that the women in most cases are home during the day
the radio would be used during the day.
The stereotype power demand for a households that TANESCO used when load forecasting,
was based on investigations done by Francis Sprei in Uganda. The household she based her
investigations on were all using indoor light, TV and radio. For the households with middle
and high load in addition the household possessed 1-2 or more then 3 extra appliances
respectively. For the middle load the extra appliances could be fan, fridge or flat-iron and for
high load extra appliances could be fan, fridge, flat-iron, cooker and video. [21]

6.3.2 Productive Uses
Bars and Restaurants
I came across many bars and restaurants during my time in Tanzania. A general observation I
did was that the ones along the streets in Dar es Salaam visited by the middleclass Tanzanian
seemed to be using electricity for the same use as the ones I found in rural settlements,
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namely for light, music and for cooling soft drinks and bear. The number of bars and
restaurants investigated more closely were one and two respectively. I did not investigate
more as the information I collected met my expectation of their use of electricity from
observations done during my stay. Both restaurants and bars should be investigated using type
A approach.
Based on my investigations I assume a bar and a restaurant to be equipped equally, namely
with 1 radio, 1 refrigerator and 1 indoor light. The size radio for the bar and restaurant would
though differ in general using a Radio big and a Radio small respectively. As refrigerators are
more expensive to purchase and taking into account the information from category shops
about the frequency of refrigerator possession it would a reasonable approximation to say that
25-50 % would wait with installing one. Open hours are for a bar between 7am-11pm and for
a restaurant between 6am-6pm. These figures are based on vague input data from interviews
and should be taken as a fact. My personal assumption would be that bars and restaurants had
open hours between 8am-11pm and 7am-7pm respectively.
Guesthouse
I stayed at one guesthouse in Wino and investigated one in Mkuza. The one in Wino used
only electricity to light up their 3 rooms, 1 living room, 1 dining room and 1 veranda using 1
light bulb in each room. The Mkuza guesthouse was, probably because its short distance to
Dar es Salaam, bigger and more equipped than the one in Wino. One particular difference, as
a result of the different climate zones, between Mkuza and Wino guesthouse was that Mkuza
guesthouse used ceiling fans in every room and Wino guesthouse used no fan at all. The
appropriate investigation approach for a guesthouse is type C.
The information from only two guesthouses is not enough to make a solid approximation.
Based on my observation I would, however, say that a rural guesthouse would have 5-10
rooms including the bedrooms and the office, living room, dining room toilet and veranda.
The equipment for these 5-10 rooms could be summarised by stating that there will be 1
indoor light in each room. If the guesthouse is situated in a hot climate zone 1 fan in each
room could be found as well. Other equipment that were likely to be found would be TV and
a refrigerator. If the guesthouse uses fans they would use them for cooling the bedrooms and
would therefore be turned on during evening and night hours. The more customers the guest
house has the more electricity it would need which would mean that a maximum power
demand situation occurs when the guesthouse is full. The peak of power demand would occur
during evening hours represented including light from 7pm to around 11pm and fans from
7pm to 7am as well as refrigerator and TV.
Video Show / Social recreation centre
So-called video shows was the only type off leisure activity and meeting place using
electricity except bars and restaurants. It was also the closest I came to what TANESCO
described as a Social recreation centre. The information of a video show, including a small
business centre, was collected mainly from two locations in Mkuza and but also from the
village centre in Wino. The investigation approach used and suggested is type C.
From my observations I would define a Video Show, what I call a meeting place with a Video
Show, to have 1 TV, 1 video, 1 refrigerator, 1 Radio small and 2 Outdoor lights and 1 security
light. I did not get information on working hours but I assume that activities would go on
from 10 am to 11pm.
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Shops
The investigation approach used and suggested is type A and the significant data was
collected from 10 electrified shops in Mkuza. Roughly half of the shops visited used
electricity of which the ones not using electricity were mainly the shops or stores focusing on
only one branch of trade, for example ironmonger. In the table below you can see the shops’
use of electricity.
Table 6.7 Summary of investigated shops during fieldwork and the rate of possession are presented.
Shops
Security light
Light
Radio
Fan
Refrigerator
Photo copy
Mobil-charger

1

1
1

2

3

1
1
1
1

4

5

6

7

1
1

1
1

2

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

8

9

4

1

1
1

10

1
1

1
1

1

Appliance
possession

Number of shops using
the electric appliance

70%
50%
80%
30%
60%
10%
20%

4 out of 10
5 out of 10
8 out of 10
3 out of 10
5 out of 10
1 out of 10
2 out of 10

Of the electrified shops 50% used refrigerator mainly for cooling drinks and 40 % security
light. Looking at the use of refrigerators and fans the village climate zone is important. If
looking into a village situated in a colder climate zone in Tanzania I would think that the
factor would be much lower. Perhaps one fourth or one fifth of shops using electricity would
have a refrigerator as it mainly is used for cooling drinks. Looking at the usage of fans I
would imagine that even in a hot climate zone it would take longer than one year after having
electricity available to see that as much as one third use fans during the day. Mobile phones
use very little power and would not be common in recently electrified village and can
therefore be neglected. In a village of the size of Mkuza you would most probably find a shop
having a photocopier.
In general electrified shops would have 1 Radio small and half of them 1 Indoor light. Most
probably would half of them also have a security light and if the township was situated in a
hot climate zone or in a colder climate zone in Tanzania I would assume that around 50 % or
25 % respectively would have a refrigerator. Working hours would be from 7am to 8pm.
Filling station
I investigated two filling stations one of which was situated in Mkuza using one pump marked
0.55-0.75kW and one on the way out to Mkuza from Dar es Salaam using three pumps each
one marked 0.5kW. The latter was bigger and had an office with 1 light bulb, one refrigerator
and one small radio and had security light during night hours. On all four pumps it was
possible to switch on two fluorescent lamps to light up the board. The investigation approach
type C is the most appropriate and was also being the one used.
The two different filling stations represent two different categories of filling stations. The
Mkuza filling station represents a local filling station where the customer range are the
villagers and the second one representing a filling station situated along a busy road with a
customer range more focused on visitors and customers passing through.
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I would say that a general filling station that could be found in rural areas would be something
in between and would have 1 or 2 pumps and 1 Radio small. It would want to use around 4 - 6
Outdoor lights and security lights to extend the open hours and attract customers. Working
hours would be from 6am to 6pm and if it situated near a busy road the working hours could
be extended.
Hairdresser
I found that hairdressing was an essential service for the community. For example when I
visited non electrified village of Kisiju south of Dar es Salaam I found one hair saloon that
used a small diesel generator to power hair dryer only. I found hairdressers for men and
hairdresser for women used different tools and I decided to deal with them separately. The
type of approach that I used was type C and would also be the one that I would suggest,
perhaps with a combination of type A.
I investigated two hairdressers for men and three hairdressers for women with following
results:
Hairdresser (men) Mkuza Mlandizi

Hairdresser (women) Kisiju Mkuza Mlandizi

Outdoor light
Indoor light
Racer
Fan
Radio small

Indoor light
Small hair dryer
Standing dryer
Steamer
Fan
Radio small

6
1
1

2
2
1
1

1

3

2
1
1

1
1
1

2

What would be reasonable for a hair dresser for men would be 1 racer, 1 Radio small, 2
Indoor lights and 2 Outdoor lights. For a women hair dresser I would suggest that its use
would be 1 small hair dryer, 1 standing dryer, 1 Radio small, 2 Indoor lights and 2 Outdoor
lights. Even though I only found a radio at one of five investigated hairdressers it is most
certain that you would find one in a service activity. If the hair saloon would be situated in a
hot climate zone it would also have a need of a fan. The open hours for a hairdresser would be
from 8am to 8 pm.
Garage
I only came across one garage and they did all kinds of repairing of different vehicle.
Equipment that needed electricity was 1 welding machine, 1 battery charger and 1 compressor
for compressing air but it was broken. They also used electricity for 5 lamps and 1 security
light. The most crucial equipment was the welding machine and used up to almost 9 kW
during welding according to my measurements and calculations. As a welding machine is
rather likely to be used an investigation approach of type B was needed.
I would assume that a garage to use the same as the one explained above with an addition of 1
small radio that is; 5 Outdoor lights, 1 security light, 1 battery charger and 1 welding machine.
As many people are involved in the work the working hours is assumed to be form 6am to
8pm.
Carpentry shop
The approach by which the carpentries were investigated was of both type B and C. I
investigated two kinds on carpentry shop and named them Carpentry shop 1 and Carpentry
shop 3. The type Carpentry shop 1, of which I investigated two, was not using electricity. The
type Carpentry shop 3 of which I investigated three was well equipped and used all kinds of
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machines. With Carpentry shop 1 I tried to figure out what electrical tools on the market that
was of highest priority for them and with Carpentry shop 3 I focused on measuring equipment
that could be found.
From the non-electrified carpentries, Carpentry shop 1, I found that the levelling machine was
the one that they would prefer the most and was the one that would save them the most time.
Secondly I would say that a saw would come but that statement is more based on the
observations made when investigation of carpentries of type 3. Third and last the carpenters of
type 1 mentioned the drilling machine to be of important for the work.
The machines I found when investigating the carpentries were as follows:
Levelling machine
Sawing machines
Turning lathe machine
Sawing (vertical) machine

Drilling machine
Sharpening machine
Welding machine

From the observations of the carpentries of type 3 and from the interviews from carpentries of
type 1 I divide the different machines used into two groups. As only one of the carpenters was
using a welding machine it was excluded. The levelling and sawing machines became one
group, Group 1, as they seemed to be the most important ones based on interviews, the most
frequently used observed during visits and was the ones powered by the biggest electric
engines. Group 2 consist of the rest and is represented by Turning lathe machine, Sawing
(vertical) machine, Drilling machine and Sharpening machine.
Group 1
Levelling machine
Sawing machines

Group 2
Turning lathe machine
Sawing (vertical) machine
Drilling machine
Sharpening machine

When calculating the mean value of the nominal power for Group 1 I excluded Saw 2 as it
was far too big and would hardly be found in rural areas. For Group 1 I got the mean of
nominal power, Pn, to 4.35 kW and for Group 2 I got to 1.37 kW. The results from the
measurement and calculations are gave different results so they could not be used. Using the
data from measurements on the milling machines giving the computation factors of 0.44 and
0.80 for without load and with load, based on data from 11 machines. This would give for
machines of Group 1 the power demand of 3.48 kW and of Group 2 the demand of 1.01 kW.
First I had the idea to divide carpenters into three types as there were so many machines that I
found were being used. But during the investigations I understood that even if they had more
machines it would not affect much in the load demand as they where seldom using more then
one machine at a time. Therefore I have finally chosen to only use one category for
carpenters. In addition I found that the most frequently used machine were the ones in group 2
which agreed with the interviews with the carpenters of type 1. The welding machine was
found only at the carpentry shop in Mlandizi, the best equipped one I investigated throughout
the fieldwork. According to my observations I would not see the welding machine as a typical
machine used at a carpentry shop.
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In other words carpentries of good standard in a rural area could be expected to be using 2
machines from Group 1 and 2 machines from Group 2. For the carpenters visited the average
working hours was from 7am to 6pm.
Welding and Welding workshop
During my research I came across only one workshop that was using a welding machine as its
main tool or machine and the approach of investigation is thus logically of type B. At the time
of investigation they used the welding machine for creating some kind of decoration for
windows. They worked from 8am to 5pm. Except this workshop I found welding machines in
three other categories namely at a carpentry shop, garage and at a charging point.
The most interesting thing I found out was that all welding machines were using an extremely
large amount of power compared to the average usage pattern and could be comparable with
the power demand of a milling machine. Also when the welding machines were switched on
but not actually welding taking place, stand by mode, the power used was astonishing. The
stand by power from the four welding machines was calculated to 2.2kW, 2.2kW, 3.3kW and
6.2kW. The maximum power when welding was calculated to 8.8kW, 11.0kW, 12.8kW and
8.8kW.
Defining a workshop that has a welding machine as its main tool I would divide up stand by
mode and the actual welding in deterministic load and critic-stochastic load respectively. As
the welding machine has a considerable load even in stand by mode and as the system has to
be designed to meet its demands, the welding machine is assumed to be switched on during
working hours. Based on my measurements and calculations I would set the stand by power
demand to 3 kW and an additional power demand to 6 kW when welding. Working hours for
a welding workshop would be 8am-5pm during which the welding machine is switched on
most of the time.
Tailor
I investigated four tailors, which were almost equipped the same. Three were found in Mkuza,
Tailor 1- 3, and one when travelling between Mkuza and Dar es Salaam, Tailor 4. In the table
6.8 you can see what the different tailors used along with the average usage.
Table 6.8 Appliances found when investigating tailors are presented in this table.
Indoor light
Outdoor light
Radio small
Sew engine
Fan
Flat-iron

Tailor 1
1
1
1
1

Tailor 2

1
1

Tailor 3
1
1
1
1
1

Tailor 4
1
1
1

1

MEAN
0,75
0,25
0,75
0,75
0,50
0,75

Tailors could use a large verity of electric appliances, but as the number of tailor are likely to
be found in quantity of less then 10 the investigation approach appropriate is type C. The most
valuable tool for them was the flat-iron and secondly was the radio. The most critical load was
the iron with its 1kW power demand. I investigated more about the working routines with the
flat-iron and got an example from on tailor. He said he used the flat-iron for 20 minutes 10
times a day. Compared with the energy use I found out that the flat-iron used more then 3-4
times more than the typical deterministic load equipments.
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Based on these observations I would say that a well equipped rural tailor has 1 flat-iron, 1
Radio small and 1 Indoor light, and will be working from 7am to 8pm. A tailor in a town
situated in a hot climate zone would perhaps use a fan as well during hot hours.
Milling / Posho machines
The category of Milling and Posho4 machine was the most investigated category that I
studied. As I did not find any Posho machines all data collected were based on investigations
on milling machines. It was the most industrial like category and I assumed that it could be
the most critical load in a rural village and the investigation approach was logically of type B.
I came across six mills in total of which I got information about season and working hours
from three, about routines from two and about performance from all six.
The high season, which is likely to be July, August and September, is unfortunately the most
hectic season. The working hours are from 7-8am to around 6pm some times with a short
lunch break around 12am. For some crops, for example corn, a pre-grinding process initiated
the milling process. As the same machine often was being used for both grinding and milling I
chose not to analyse them separately. A mill could serve up to around 50 customers each
needing a milling process including grinding of 2-5min of which approximately half of the
time the milling machine running without actually processing, without load. The average
engine is represented by a mean of the nominal power of the engines inspected and is 15 kW.
Based on measurements and calculations the mean value for the actual power needed with
load and without load was determined to 7 kW and 12.5 kW respectively.
The characteristic for a mill during high season was decided to be represented by one milling
machine with load during high season that is one stochastic load of 12.5kW with working
hours from 7am to 6pm.
Charging point
I investigated 4 charging points and was focusing on understanding demand pattern and their
working routines. In other words the idea was not to figure out the actual power demand but
to understand the importance of such charging points in a rural society. The investigation
approach used was thereby not actually within the four stated types but an investigation
approach of type B or C would be appropriate.
However, at one charging point I managed to carry out measurements giving currency of 1 A
and voltage of 240 V. The power demand pattern for a charging point could thereby be
assumed to be a deterministic load of around 240W during day and evening hours and perhaps
night hours.

4

Posho represents an equipment used in the refine process of coffee and is powered by an engine of similar size
as a milling machine
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6.3.3 Public Uses and Institutions
Schools
There are two types of schools that I looked into, the Primary School and the Secondary
school. The investigation approach of the primary and secondary schools was of type C and
type D respectively. The primary schools that I came across did not use any electricity at all.
The secondary school that I visited was not a bordering school but educated both private
students and government students. Secondary schools in Tanzania have greater priorities then
other institutes and the standards could therefore be considerably high. I assumed that a
secondary school would be found using similar electric appliances in rural areas and I decided
therefore to investigate. I found one in Kiruvya and the outcome for the investigation was as
follows:
Classroom Assembly Laboratory Offices Buildings
1,2,3
room
1,2,3
1,2,3
Indoor Light

Total

18

6

3

9

3

3

15

Refrigerator

1

1

Boiler

1

1

Outdoor light
Fan

27
7

Radio big

1

7
1

Computer

1

1

Printer

1

1

Through interviews I understood that security light was to be invested in the future to protect
it from burglary. Based on these observations at Kiruvya secondary school I assume that a
secondary school would use 25 Indoor lights, 7 Outdoor lights, 7 security lights, 1 Radio big,
1 boiler, 1 computer and 1 printer. A primary schools in a rural area would most unlikely be
using any electric appliance.
Dispensary
The investigation approach suitable for dispensaries is type C. The dispensaries I came to visit
were not electrified, electrified but using electricity sparsely or extremely well equipped. The
description that I got from the doctor at Mlandizi Health Centre was the closest I got to a
dispensary in a category in between the two extremities. I would therefore define a dispensary
based on his description, as it is the one most likely one to be found in rural areas, and add a
few things as light and security light as well as a microscope. The description from the doctor
was as follows:
Equipment

Working hours

Refrigerator

1

During the week

Boiler

1

Fully manned

Monday-Friday
8am - 2pm

When I visited Kiruvya I came across a very well equipped rural dispensary equipped with 1
kerosene hybrid refrigerator, 1 boiler, 1 microscope, 1 examination lamp, 4 security lights and
1 Working light and fan in every room. The dispensary had 8 small rooms using 1 or 2 at a
time in general and up to 4 when heavy visited. The working hours obtained from interviews
were from around 7am to 5pm.
I would assume that a well equipped dispensary in a rural area would use 1 kerosene hybrid
refrigerator, 1 microscope, 2 Indoor lights and 2 security lights and have working hours from
7am to 5pm.
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Health Centre
The investigation approach for a health centre is of type D. I would assume that health centre
would be rather equally equipped and an investigation could thereby be of interest to get a
picture of the demand. The health centre that I visited in Mlandizi did not have the facilities
according to the doctor to get the standard as a health centre. No ambulance was for example
included. It was therefore difficult to make a good approximation of a general picture in the
power demand.
From the interview with the doctor and the investigation work I would say that the following
equipment is likely to be found: 1-2 refrigerators, 1-2 boilers, 1 water pump and 1
microscope. One difference to the dispensary is that the health centre is open 24 hour a day
which means it has bigger demand of light at night. As it is busier it also has a bigger use of
light during daytime. I would guess that at day, evening and night time around 5, 15 and 10
lights respectively would be switched on.
Finally, I would guess that a health centre would use 15 Indoor lights, 10 security lights, 5
Working lights, 1 water pump, 1 refrigerator, 1 boiler, 1 microscope. Occupation of the health
centre is 24 hours with full manned working hours from 8am to 3pm.
Offices
In total I managed to visit four offices all of different types namely a village centre office, a
financial institute, a post office and a police office. The investigation approach most suitable
for the offices was type C. All offices used electricity only for light but the police office more
than the others that did not use electricity at all or only very spastically. I therefore divided up
offices in two groups; Offices, including all types of offices excluding police offices, and
Police Offices.
The offices in the group Office I decide to be fairly equipped and would use 1 Working light
and 1 security light. Working hours would be from 7am to 3pm. Police Offices on the other
hand, as they have open 24 hours and is more of an institute than the other offices, needs more
light. I would say based on investigation done at the police office of Mkuza that a Police
Office would use 2 Working lights, 4 Indoor lights and 4 security lights. Working hours
during daytime would be from 7am to 4pm.
Churches
The investigations approach of type C suits the study of churches well. In Mkuza I found a
missionary that had a chapel that they used for masses and religious worship. Their main use
of electricity was six security lights, included four fluorescent lamps forming a cross, and
secondly came light and fans during mass with took place only on Sundays 7am-8.30pm and
4pm-4.30pm and during Easter and Christmas. As some of the people that would attend the
mass will not be using their radios etc and as the power needed during mass is insignificant
this load could totally be neglected.
Based on these investigations in Mkuza and observations done on churches in general I would
say that the power demand from a church would be 6 security lights.
Mosques
As for the study of churches the investigation approach of type C is the most appropriate
approach. It was in Mkuza where I found the only one mosque that I investigated, except for a
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mosque in Kisiju that used one Outdoor light powered from the local grid. The mosque in
Mkuza was equipped with 2 loudspeakers, 2 lights and 2 security lights. The worship where
the loudspeakers and the two lights were being used took place at 4am, 7am, 4pm, 6.30pm
and 8pm.
As by the churches the counting of the power during worship is questionable. As the demand
here is slight greater I would say that the demand pattern consist of 2 Working lights, 2
security lights and 1 Radio big. The worship is likely to take at 4am, 7am, 4pm, 6.30pm and
8pm.
General markets
Several times I past through the main market place in Mkuza and once I took a closer look
trying to find any use of electricity, but I did not find anything. However, walking around in
the market I believed that some kind of public lighting could be useful, which would enable
extended market hours. The only public lighting I came across was in Wino during my first
trip where I came across four streetlights. An appropriate investigation approach for general
lighting including general markets would be of type C.
I chose to include general public lighting in the general market category, mainly for
comparison later on with the TANESCO-estimation method. This would mean that also lights
at a road stop and meeting places in the community would be included. With this arrangement
I would assume the demand pattern of a general market to be represented by approximately 10
Outdoor lights.

6.3.4 Industrial uses and Organisations
Mission
A missionary is likely to be found but the size of the demand could not be considered to be
standardized. The appropriate investigation approach would therefore be of type D. The
missionary category would differ too much to be used as general data in an estimation
method. But as the power demand for the Wino Roman Catholic Mission in the estimation
report of TANESCO was strikingly great, namely 48 kW, I wanted to see what data I could
produce. The electric appliances used are listed below in table 6.9, excluding the ones needed
when performing mass.
Table 6.9 Appliances found at the Mission in Mkuza.
Mkuza Mission
Indoor Light
Security light
Flat-iron
Boiler
TV
Radio small
Washing machine

7
1
1
1
1
1
1

All appliances are defined in the previous analysis except the washing machine, which I
would assume to need around 2kW. When simply adding all demands from all appliances
including the washing machine the total power demand is less then 4,5kW.
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7 Developing of the computation method
During the progress of the thesis it was an ongoing parallel process to adjust aspects to the
computation routine of field data. To take back the progress of creating the computation
method I divided the course of action it to three phases; Phase 1, the defining of the wanted
output data, Phase 2, the defining of the system by which customer types should be sorted,
Phase 3, the defining what aspects to be taken into consideration for creating an objective,
functional, and flexible computation method.
To introduce a logical background for the method developing progress the results of Phase 1
and Phase 2 will first, based on the previous chapters, be presented. The outlining of Phase 3
is when accounted for followed by a presentation of its results. Finally, all aspects are
summarised forming the general outlines for the methodology.

7.1 Wanted outcome
By the 1st phase the main objects for the method and the wanted outcome were defined. They
were formed before and during the field study in. When identifying the data required the
meetings and discussions with Sten Bergman were central for its process.
The following outlines define the general form of the line of computation to match the type
and level of estimation for which it was made. The methodology used should be able to
perform estimation for 1 to 10 villages without being a too lengthy procedure. Additionally,
the computation arrangements should improve presenting of data so that it could be used for
creating the optimal combination of electric generation for supplying the community. In other
words more diversified information presented with more
Output
intervals makes it easer to design a combined supply
system.
When dimensioning a supply system, firstly, the maximum
power demand and, secondly, the energy demand is
acquired. To increase the significance of the output data the
power demand was divided into deterministic load and
stochastic load and was analysed for every hour of the day.
A figure on the minimum energy demand is presented
based on the deterministic energy demand. To the right in
figure 7.1 these aspects are central for creating the structure
of the framework gathered.

Efficiency demand
Deterministic
Stochastic
24 hour analysis

Energy demand
- Deterministic

Figure 7.1 Wanted output information
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7.2 Sorting of Customers
The 2nd phase outcome was formed during fieldwork and when analysing the collected data.
The end result of the analysis describes the reality for which the computation method should
be designed. This is done through sorting and defining customers systematically generating
general conditions and constraints for the computation method.
Two types of categorisations, illustrated in figure 7.2 to the right, were applied. Starting with
the more specific sorting of customers represented by the art of approach by which the
customer is being investigated the customers are addressed with the investigation approach of
types A, B, C and D. Type A represents the
approach for customer types counting more then
ten customers and the focus is laid on creating a
Categorisation of Customers
general usage pattern. Type B stands for the
approach for customer types using appliances of
Sorting customers after:
great loads in their main activities and the
- Domestic uses
investigation of interest are the critical load
- Productive uses
- Public uses /Institutes
potential of the significant appliance along with
- Industrial uses /Organisations
its power demand pattern. Type C represents an
approach for customer types with ten units or less
with a focus of fining the stereotype customer.
Addressing each
Type D corresponds to the approach for which
customer with type
A, B, C & D
customer types not common in rural areas are
adapted to. For the ones institute like, the
ambition were to find the stereotype customer
type, for instance for hospitals.
Figure 7.2 Categorisation of Customers

The more general categorisation is done through arranging customers after Domestic Uses,
Productive Uses, Public Uses & Institutes and Industrial Uses & Organisations. Domestic
Uses customers are households and are addressed with investigation approach of type A.
Public Uses customers are anything from restaurants to mills and could be addressed with
type A, B and C. Public & Institute customers range from offices to public lighting and are
addressed with type B, C and D. Industrial Uses & Organisation customers could be
agriculture industries, missions, NGO and will be addressed with type D.
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7.3 Adding of aspects
The final step in the method developing process, Phase 3, was carried out in order to add
aspects to the computation method striving after constructing an improved tool in the planning
of future rural electrification.

7.3.1 Presenting and configuration of aspects
I decided to devote this chapter to point out additional aspects mainly because of two
experiences during field study; firstly, the fact that the steps in the load estimation method for
rural area in Tanzania5 that I came across were, even for me as an engineer student, difficult
to follow and, secondly, that I realised that electricity demand estimations generally was
thought of as a work to be carried out at a desk. Based on my own experience from fieldwork
I believe that estimation on this level6 requires methodical correlation with local conditions.
Taking into consideration the ongoing rural-urban demographic shift this correlation between
actual rural conditions and the load forecasting work is even more important [19] [10].
Aspects outlined below are based on my experiences from field study and directions from the
carrying out of similar load estimations.
Firstly, the line of action of the computation method has to be obvious for targeted users
eliminating barriers for using this tool. In other words, adding usability aspects to the
computation method would confidently make it more functional for targeted users. Secondly,
focus was laid on flexibility making the method more open for handling data from different
habitat by separating computation framework from dynamic data [12]. This would naturally
make the computation method more adjustable to different habitats and circumstances.
Thirdly, to make the computation method open and objective various actions are being
discussed including making it solid and simple. To be certain that the computation routine
would be easy to follow and that the ideas behind the final layout extra efforts were made to
inject transparency throughout the computation.
Usability
Usability aspects are most central for the layout and come logically from meeting the
condition set by the target group, the Local Community Planners. This target group could be
defined through two stereotype target persons. First we have the supply system planner and
optimiser dealing with decisions of choosing between different alternatives such as
decentralised grid supply or national grid supply. Then we have the local demand
investigators, the ones collecting and valuing data describing the targeted survey habitat.
The condition from the supply system planner is that the output, the estimation, should be
presented in a valuable and useful way. The local demand investigator acquires simplicity of
the computation. This is achieved by clear illustrations showing each step and obvious
belongings of appliance and customer data making the computation method easy-to-grasp.
The figure 7.3 below brings the aspects together and addresses the aspects to the type of
computation or the framework of the method.

5
6

The load estimation method that I found was a developed by TANESCO. [21]
Load estimations involving 1-10 villages and possibly decentralised power supply
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Presenting of
wanted output
Computation

- Simple mathematics
- Few computation steps/variables
- Showing one step at a time
Computation

Obvious belongings
 Framework

Easy-to-grasp

Supply system planer

Simple

Local demand investigator

Adjust target group aspets

Usabilit
Figure 7.3 Outlining of aspects origin from the idea of adding usability.

Adjustability, Flexibility
The second outline for the layout is the adjustability or the flexibility of the method to
circumstances and habitats and is accomplished by allowing parallel changes in its
framework. It should in other words be possible to change one single constant or variable in
the framework without affecting another. This could be attained through obvious and clear
defining of each computation element. In addition, to prevent that the actions to gain
adjustability and flexibility will not modify the conditions for the method framework all
constants or variables should be easy to track down. To avoid that these side effects occur,
the ambition was to make the computation method as simple and easy-to-grasp as possible.

Obvious and clear
defining of each
model element
 Framework

Obvious belongings
 Framework

- Simple mathematics
- Few computation steps/variables
- Showing one step at a time
Computation

Easy-to-grasp

Simple

Changing one factor with little
affecting any another factor

Allow parallel changes
in the frame work

Adjustability

Usabilit

Figure 7.4 Outlining of aspects origin from the idea of adding adjustability and flexibility.

The figure 7.4 above shows the conditions of the adjustability outline and how they correlate
with the conditions of the usability.
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Solidity
Making the framework as solid as possible, represents the third outline for Phase 3 and
describes the layout along with the preparations of data that needs to be done. I decided to
tackle this by basing the computation on standardised basic elements so that data could be
changed independently without affecting the method framework. In order to maintain the
accuracy of the computation framework each basic element, both constants and variables,
were linked to a list showing its purpose and origin.
Additionally, efforts were laid on clearly defining the input data so that it would fit the
computation routine and correlate with its central ideas. Primary, the criteria to be fulfilled
were defined. Moreover, a line of action was designed to prevent unwanted effects to happen
during the computation and inevitably occurring effects were revealed. The customers with
appliances of critic load are the most crucial for the computation outcome. Therefore, the
definition of a critical load is pointed out within the computation layout logically followed by
how to deal with the same.

Clear references to
shown data of
purpose and origin
 Framework

Critic load:
- Indicator
- Action to take
Computation

Standardised
computation
elements

Action to be taken for critic load  Preparations
Input data
Defined wanted structure, questioner  Preparations

Solidity

Clear delimitation

Aspects not involved in the model  Delimitations

Figure 7.5 Aspects are presented origin from the outline of wanting the method to be as solid as possible.

Transparency
Finally, I wanted the computation and framework to be as transparent as possible so that
usability, adjustability, flexibility and solidity in general could be accomplished. For the
computation process in general I believed it was important to show each step in the
computation arranging the layout so that it followed a clear and obvious logical chronology.
Synergistically, I noticed that by using this high level of transparency specific data could
easily be taken out and abnormal data be traced down to its source. Concerning the
framework emphasis was laid on defining all constants, basic elements, clearly throughout the
computation method. These aspects are pictured in figure 7.6 below along with their origin.
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Adjustability

Usability

Solidity

Transparency

Clear & obvious steps
Computation

Clearly defined constants
 Framework

Figure 7.6 The correlation of transparency aspects and the initial outlining.

‘
From the three base outlines usability, adjustability, unquestionably I came up with six more
specific conditions for the layout. In addition, I got two general conditions describing the
layout for the framework and computation based on the more general outline transparency. To
give the reader a better general idea for what part in the computation method the aspects are
aimed for figure 7.7 below was created.

Adjustability

- Simple mathematics
- Few computation steps/variables
- Showing one step at a time

Usability

Presenting of
wanted output

Unquestionable

Obvious and clear
defining of each
model element

Critic load
indicator

Clear references to
shown data of
purpose and origin

Obvious
belongings

Computation

Framework

Clear & obvious
steps

Clearly defined
constants

Transparency

Figure 7.7 All aspects to add adjustability, usability, solidity and transparency to the computation method are
presented and each aspect is linked either to the structure of framework or the way of computation.

The aspects are adjusted either to the computation part or the framework. The upper part
illustrates the six specific conditions origin from usability, adjustability and unquestionably
and the lower part shows the ideas triggered from transparency.
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7.3.2 Measurements comprising the computation and framework

Summing up the outcome of Phase 3, first the
computations aspects shown in figure 7.8 to the
right are presented. Choosing the well-known
Microsoft Excel and using only addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division for the
computation will symbolize the simplicity of the
computation. To meet the conditions from the
local investigator further a logical computation
will be presented showing each step. Definition
of the critic load will be added. Finally to meet
the demands from the system optimiser the
output data will be accessible in a valuable way.

Computation

Simplicity:
Using excel
Only +, - , *, /

Showing the
result of each
computation step

Illustration of wanted output:
Diagram
Defining the limit
for critic load

Figure 7.8 Aspects linked to the art of computation

Measures taken to meet conditions for the framework will be presented and they are shown in
figure 7.9 below. Making the computation method easy-to-grasp each row represents one
category, customer or appliance and each column stands for one purpose only. To make the
computation method more solid each row and column has a defined name which is to be
found in a list describing its purpose and origin.

Framework

Clear definitions purpose and origin:
Each column is addressed by name along with its purpose and origin
Each row is addressed through their names, defining the purpose and
origin of each name
Easy-to-grasp / Belonging:
One row = one category/customer/appliance
One column = one purpose only

Figure 7.9 Aspects linked to structure of framework.
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7.4 Outlining of the computation method
All measures done adding the aspects described above from all three phases are summarised
and are presented below. This summary of aspects forms the outlining of the computation
method.

Origin from Phase 1

Origin from Phase 2

Output
Categorisation of customers
Efficiency demand
Deterministic
Stochastic
24 hour analysis

Measures
taken

Energy demand
- Deterministic
Origin from Phase 3

Computation

Simplicity:
Using excel
Only one blade
Only +, - , *, /

Result of each step:
- Result 1
- Result 2
- Power matrixes

Illustration of wanted output:
Diagram

Sorting customers after:
- Domestic uses
- Productive uses
- Public uses
- Industrial uses /Organisations
Addressing each
customer with type
A, B, C & D

Frame Work

Clear definitions purpose and origin:
- Each column is addressed by name along with its purpose and origin
- Each row is addressed through their names, defining the purpose and
origin of each name
Easy-to-grasp / Belonging:
One row = one category/customer/appliance
One column = one purpose only

Defining the limit
for critic load

Figure 7.10 A summary of all measures taken to add adjustability, usability, solidity and transparency.

The aspects concerning the computation method is hereby accounted for, see figure 7.10. In
the next chapter the framework is presented and the computation of the method described step
by step. Measures taken based on accounted aspects are commented and the effects they have
on the computation and framework is pointed out.
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8 The Computation Method
In this chapter the computation method designed will be described step by step. To give the
reader an idea of the structure of the computation a short introduction will be presented where
the computation method is being sketched and the different parts briefly accounted for. Then
each column will be described along with its function in the computation method following
the chronological way of the computation.

8.1 Introduction
In figure 8.1 the general design for the computation method is presented. The central idea of
the computation is the use of pre-defined electric appliances in combination with the 24-hour
arrangement.

Customer

N
E
W
M
E
T
H
O
D

Power demand

Over the day
24 h

Customer

Appliance 1

Appliance 1

Appliance 2

Appliance 2

Appliance 3

Appliance 3

Figure 8.1 A description of the general ideas of the computation method framework.

Figure 8.2 below illustrates a schematic sketch of the computation method lay out. During the
accounting for the different steps a miniature of this sketch will be used to illustrate what part
in the computation that is being described.

Matrix _power demand – Critic

Matrix _power demand – Stochastic

Matrix _power demand – deterministic

Matrix _Stochastic

RESULT _4

RESULT _3

Critic _Load

Matrix _Deterministic

Critic load

Power demand
Critic
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Stochastic
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Power demand
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(Output)

O t

RESULT _2

Input data

Power _of _Item

Data under process

RESULT _1

(Input data)

Quantity _of _Item

Customer _Unit

Category _A _B _C _D

Category _Customer _Appliance

Creates the frame
work

td t

Figure 8.2 A schematic sketch of the estimation methodology developed.
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Starting with the framework that represents the rules and conditions of the habitat being
surveyed we have seven elements, which are marked with bold frames. By the first two, the
Category _Customer_ Appliance and Category _A _B _C _D, the habitat is described. By the
other five, Quantity_ of_ Appliance, Power_ of_ Appliance, Matrix_ Deterministic and
Matrix_ Stochastic, the characteristic of the electrical usage within the habitat is outlined.
Then we have the input data marked with a bold, broken and red frame, the Customer_ Unit.
Applying input data leads us to the computation steps, which are marked with broken frames
namely; RESULT 1, RESULT 2, RESULT 3, RESULT 4, Matrix _power demand–
deterministic, Matrix _power demand–stochastic and Matrix _power demand–critic.
Finally we have the output data marked with a bold, dotted and blue frame and represented by
Power demand _deterministic, Power demand _Stochastic and Power demand _Critic.

8.2 The computation
The computation will now be explained step by step along with the basic elements. We will
follow the customer type of Video Show and Commercial Centre, later referred to as Video
Show, as it is being implemented and the demand computed. In addition, for describing critic
load computation the customer type of Welding Workshop will be used. We start from the left
illustrating the basic elements of the computation.
Category _Customer_ Appliance and
Category _A _B _C _D

Below the first two columns are illustrated. Looking at the left column the Category
_Customer_ Appliance we can see that the Video Show is placed under the category
PRODUCTIVE USES. The purpose is to define the categories in a way that correlates with
the input data from the Customer_ Unit vector. Under the Video Show are the electric
appliances Outdoor light, Security light, TV, Radio big, Video and Refrigerator listed and
sorted after Deterministic and Stochastic loads. The second column the Category _A _B _C
_D addressing each customer type with A, B, C and D showing through what approach the
customer type was investigated. This categorisation is based on the fieldwork analysis and
affects the conditions for the data in the way that type A approached customer types are
allowed to have non integers in the column Quantity _of _Appliances as apart from customer
types approached by type B, C or D.
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Category _Customer_ Appliance
PRODUCTIVE USES
Video Show
Deterministic load
Outdoor light
Security light
TV
Radio big
Stochastic load
Video
Refrigerator

Category _A _B _C _D

C

The electric appliances listed were found during research and defines along with the
categorisation the base of the computation framework. It is therefore important when using
this computation method that an adjusting of the Category _Customer_ Appliance column to
the research habitat is carried out with accuracy.

Customer_ Unit

The input data gives the number of electrified customers in each customer type. In this case
the number of Videos Shows likely to be found in the fictive village are two and gets
therefore the integer 2. As we can se below the integer is then transferred down forming a
vector in front of the appliances under the Video Show so that a logic and obvious
computation could be carried out later on.
Customer_ Unit
PRODUCTIVE USES
Video Show
Deterministic load
Outdoor light
Security light
TV
Radio big
Stochastic load
Video
Refrigerator

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

If proceeding in the same way with all the other customers we finally get the Customer_ Unit
vector. This vector is the base for the computation and consists only of integers.
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The input data should be of an integer. If it is not of an integer the estimation done to come up
with the input data is not giving a true picture. For example, if it is estimated that there will be
0.5 Video Show the figure has to be corrected to either 1 or 0. An algorithm could be applied
to the computation to transfer non-integers into integers, but its absence makes the
computation simpler and creates a control function on the input data.
It should be noted that no connection factor is adjusted that would describe how many of a
number of potential customers that are likely to be connected. These estimations have to be
accomplished before.

Quantity_ of_ Appliance and
RESULT 1
The Quantity_ of_ Appliance is the first information that describes anything about the
customer and defines the number of each appliance in the category. Below we can see that the
Video Show is supposed to use two Outdoor lights and for the remaining appliances one each.
Customer_ Unit

Quantity_ of_ Appliance
RESULT 1 *
(Appliances _Total)

PRODUCTIVE USES
Video Show
Deterministic load
Outdoor light
Security light
TV
Radio big
Stochastic load
Video
Refrigerator
*

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
4
2
2
2
0
0
2
2

RESULT 1 = Customer_ Unit * Quantity_ of_ Appliance * Power_ of_ Appliance

The Quantity_ of_ Appliance is in the computation process multiplied with the Customer_
Unit giving the total number of each appliance including all customers for this customer type.
The computation is carried out for the Video Show giving the result presented to the right
under RESULT 1.
Also here it is important to keep the figures as integers. A mill for example cannot be using a
half electric engine. However, there is one exception namely for customer types of large
numbers of customers as shops and that have been investigated with the approach of type A.
Now it is be a better approximation to say that 0.5 of the shops uses a refrigerator than
creating a special customer type for shops using refrigerators.
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Power_ of_ Appliance and
RESULT 2
What is described in the Power_ of_ Appliance vector is the actual power needed to operate
each appliance. The figures are not the mean value power demand of appliances but the
average maximum power demand of them. The power demand is defined in watt, W. Looking
at the Security light and the Refrigerator below we can see that the estimated maximum power
are 30 W and 200 W respectively.
Customer_ Unit

Quantity_ of_ Appliance

Power_ of_ Appliance [W]

8.2.1..1.1.1
RESULT 2 *

(Power demand)
PRODUCTIVE USES
Video Show
Deterministic load
Outdoor light
Security light
TV
Radio big
Stochastic load
Video
Refrigerator
*

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
1
1
1

50
30
100
150

1
1

20
200

0
0
0
200
60
200
300
0
0
40
400

RESULT 2 = Customer_ Unit * Quantity_ of_ Appliance * Power_ of_ Appliance

The described vectors Customer_ Unit, Quantity_ of_ Appliance and now Power_ of_
Appliance are multiplied giving the result pictured under RESULT 2 above. The figures
describe total of the maximum power demand of the electric appliances for all customers
within the customer type. It does not describe the power demands but the addition of the
demand from each appliance.7
The accuracy of the Power_ of_ Appliance data is very important for the result and for the
adaptation to the research habitat. Its information solo is among other things of interest for the
definition of critic load. The figures are based on observations, interviews, measurements
carried out during fieldwork as well as on the technical performance of electric appliances
such as the electric engine in a refrigerator.

7

To get the estimated power demand from the aggregated load a coincidence factor needs to bee applied.
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Critic _Load

As appliances with critic loads could have great impact on the load demand pattern for a
community its characteristics is of great interest than for other electric appliances. I wanted to
separate critic loads from the rest, firstly, of the loads in order to visualise its impact on the
power demand and secondly to make it easier to apply a more suitable coincidence factor.
Separating critic load appliances it is needed to define what the load characteristics an
appliance should have to be defined as a critic load appliance.
A critical load appliance is defined as an appliance that has a load that would mislead the
result of the computation significantly. This load is generally defined as stochastic load with
power demand far greater than the mean load for the enclosed customer types.
Based on my experience from the carried out fieldwork I would assume this stochastic load to
be greater then 2500W. I bas this of following facts: For the majority of the appliances the
load demand was 40-200W. I assumed as well that deterministic loads always were non-critic
the entire load has it would be have to be accounted for
Critic loads are manually put in the column Critical _Load _Appliance as shown below. For
illustrating the critic load computations and as the Video Show did not have any critic load
the Welding Workshop was added to the example.
Power_ of_ Appliance

Critic Load

Critical _Load _Appliance

Critic Load > 2 500 W
Critic Load = stochastic
PRODUCTIVE USES
Welding Workshop
Deterministic load
Stand by mode
Stochastic load
Welding mode

3000
6000

6000

After this manual creating of a vector, consisting of the load demand from electric appliances
of critic load, RESULT 3 and RESULT 4 will be generated.
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RESULT _3 and
RESULT _4
RESULT 3 and 4 stand for the total of the power demand from the electric appliances of critic
and non-critic load respectively for all customers of each customer type. It is not to be mixed
up with power demand from aggregated load. The computing of RESULT 3 is proceeded in
the same way as the computation of the RESULT 2.
Customer_ Unit

Quantity_ of_ Appliance

Critical _Load _Appliance
RESULT 3 *

(Power demand)
(Critic load)
PRODUCTIVE USES
Welding Workshop
Deterministic load
Stand by mode
Stochastic load
Welding mode
*

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

6000

0
0
0
0
0
0
6000
0

RESULT 3 = Customer_ Unit * Quantity_ of_ Appliance * Critical _Load _Appliance

To separate non-critic load from critic load we create a non-critic load power demand vector,
RESULT 4. As shown below, the power demand vector of critic load, RESULT 3, subtracts
the power demand vector, RESULT 2, creating RESULT 4.
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PRODUCTIVE USES
Welding Workshop
Deterministic load
Stand by mode
Stochastic load
Welding mode
Video Show
Deterministic load
Outdoor light
Security light
TV
Radio big
Stochastic load
Video
Refrigerator
*

RESULT 2
(Power demand)

RESULT 3
(Power demand)
(Critic load)

0
0
0
0
3000
0
0
6000
0
0
0
0
0
200
60
200
300
0
0
40
400
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

RESULT 4 *
(Power demand)
(Non-critic load)

0
0
0
0
3000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
200
60
200
300
0
0
40
400
0

RESULT 4 = RESULT 2 – RESULT 3

RESULT 3, the critic load power demand, and RESULT 4, the non-critic power demand, are
later in the computation being used for creating the final power demand matrixes.
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8.3 Creating power demand matrixes
To describe the consumption pattern for the appliances a 24-hour reference is being used. The
Video Show will continue to serve as illustrating object when the creating of a power demand
matrix is being explained starting with an introduction of the matrixes Matrix_ Deterministic
and Matrix_ Stochastic.

Matrix_ Deterministic

The matrix Matrix_ Deterministic consists of rows with 24 gaps each representing a
deterministic defined appliance. As shown below the first gap named “1” represents the first
hour of the day from 0.00am to 1.00am, the second gap named “2” represents the second hour
of the day from 1.00am to 2.00am and so on. The figure 1 means that the appliance type is
being used throughout this hour of the day. Taking the Security light as an example we can
see that it is assumed that it should be switched on during the 18th hour and switched of during
the 6th hour of the day. In the illustration below we can also se that the upper deterministic
loads are being described as apart from the stochastic loads.
Matrix_ Deterministic
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

PRODUCTIVE USES
Video Show
Deterministic load
Outdoor light
Security light
TV
Radio big
Stochastic load
Video
Refrigerator

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

What decides which gap that is to be filled is, firstly, the characteristics of the electric
appliances and, secondly, the occupation description of the customer type. In other words, the
matrix is based on the combination of outcome from the electric appliance analysis and
customer type analysis outcome.
In each unfilled gap in the matrix the value is zero. This means when being multiplied with a
vector the gaps in the final matrix that are being multiplied with an unfilled gap will get the
value of zero.
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Matrix_ Stochastic

The Matrix_ Stochastic is created in the same way as the Matrix_ Deterministic. But, as the
loads of the appliance types are stochastic the gaps filled with the figure “1” now mean that
the usage of the appliance type could occur, where it by the Matrix_ Deterministic it meant
that the appliance type is being used throughout the particular hour. Below in the illustration
of the Matrix_ Stochastic we can notice that the upper deterministic loads are not marked and
that only the stochastic loads are being marked.
Matrix_ Stochastic
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

PRODUCTIVE USES
Video Show
Deterministic load
Outdoor light
Security light
TV
Radio big
Stochastic load
Video
Refrigerator

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

The decision whether a gap should be filled or not, is also here based on the outcome of the
electric appliance analysis and customer type analysis.
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8.4 Computation method outcome

The fundamentals involved in this computation method have now been described. We will
now look into the final computations that in the end will give us one deterministic, one
stochastic and one critic demand curve. Before gaining these final outcomes the power
demand matrixes MATRIX_ power demand – deterministic, MATRIX_ power demand –
stochastic and MATRIX_ power demand – critic are being computed. These matrixes are the
first outcome of the new computation method.
To create the below pictured matrix, MATRIX_ power demand – deterministic, the figures in
the RESULT 4 vector, representing the power demand, are multiplied with the 24 filled or
unfilled gaps in the matrix MATRIX _deterministic. We can see below in the illustration that
only when multiplied with the figure 1 we have a product greater than zero else the product is
zero.
RESULT 4
(Power demand)
(Critic load)

MATRIX_ power demand – deterministic *

[W]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

PRODUCTIVE USES
Video Show
Deterministic load
Outdoor light
Security light
TV
Radio big
Stochastic load
Video
Refrigerator
*

0
200
60
200
300
40
200

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

200 200 200 200 200 0

60 60 60 60 60 60 60 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

60 60 60 60 60 60

0

0

0

200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

MATRIX_ power demand – deterministic = RESULT 4 * MATRIX _ deterministic

The MATRIX_ power demand–stochastic and MATRIX_ power demand–critic are computed
in the same way and the computation is accounted for below.
MATRIX_ power demand – stochastic = RESULT 4 * MATRIX _ stochastic
MATRIX_ power demand – critic = RESULT 3 * MATRIX _ critic

To maintain the line of computation as simple as possible the zeros appearing outside the
accrual computation of the appliances are left as they are. The simplicity of the computation
commandos of letting them remain outweighs definitely.
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Final power demand computation

Finally, in this deterministic load case, the MATRIX_ power demand – deterministic matrix
columns are summarised as we can see illustrated below in the case of only the Video Show.
From this summarise it can be distinguished that the maximum deterministic power demand
for a Video Show including a small Commercial Centre appears during the 19th, the 20th, the
21st, 22nd and the 23rd hour of the day with the rate of 760 W.
MATRIX_ power demand – deterministic
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

PRODUCTIVE USES
Video Show
Deterministic load
Outdoor light
Security light
TV
Radio big
Stochastic load
Video
Refrigerator
∑ Video Show only:

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

200 200 200 200 200 0

60 60 60 60 60 60 60 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

60 60 60 60 60 60

0

0

0

200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

60 60 60 60 60 60 60 0

0

300 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 760 760 760 760 760 60

These total summations of the deterministic, stochastic and critic loads for all customers
together are shown below each matrix respectively. This final result is the summation of
appliances and not the aggregated load for these appliances. To get the aggregated load the
final results needs to be multiplied with the right coincidence factor. However, as the
coincidence factor for deterministic loads by definition is one the final result for the
deterministic load represents the assumed aggregated load from appliances with deterministic
load characteristics.
Energy demand computation – deterministic
The line of action to obtain the raw material for output data has now been accounted for. At
last the computation of the energy demand will be described. The only aggregated load to be
estimated was the aggregated load from appliances with deterministic load. Consequently, it
was only the energy demand from these appliances that could be calculated. Below the
computation of the energy demand is presented and the two calculations represent the demand
from the Video show and Welding Workshop. Information nedded to calculate the demand
for the Welding Workshop is the working hours and is based on interviews from 9am to 6pm.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

PRODUCTIVE USES
Video Show
Energy demand – deterministic =

∑(

60 60 60 60 60 60 60 0

0

∑(

0

3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 0

180 320 320 320 320 320 320 320 320 580 580 580 580 580 60

) = 6.12 kWh

Welding Workshop
Energy demand – deterministic =

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

) = 27.0 kWh

This deterministic energy demand could represent the minimum energy demand for one day
for a maximum load situation. Interesting for dimensioning a supply system is, however, the
maximum energy demand. With an accurate coincidence factor generating assumed
aggregated loads, the total maximum energy demand would easily be calculated, as shown
above for the deterministic load.
Power demand illustrations
To illustrate the presentation of the load demand curves the load demand from the Video
Show and Welding Workshop will be presented. The total from both customer types are
presented in figure 8.3 below. The total power demand is presented divided into including
deterministic, stochastic and critic-stochastic load.

Load Curve for Video Show and Welding Workshop
12
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Figure 8.3 The total demand from the appliances included in Video Show and Welding Workshop

The field at the bottom represents the deterministic demand and is the one described at the
end of this subchapter 8.3. The demand represented by the Welding Workshop is manly the
demand during midday.
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The figure does not present the aggregated load of the appliances but the sum of the power
demand from the appliance included in Video Show and Welding Workshop. When realistic
coincidence factors have been added the final assumption of the aggregated load is
accomplished.
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9 Method validation
To assess the validity of the developed method it was compared with the method from
TANESCO. To achieve an accurate comparison the same customer types were chosen for
both methods and the input data describing how many of each customer type had, logically, to
be the same.

9.1 Preparations
The input data for both methods was the estimated amount of each customer type to be
connected. The data was taken from the forecast done by TANESCO for the Wino and
Madaba ward. To get the most general picture the figures used represent the Wino and
Madaba wards fullt ten years after electrification. Data used in the computation with the
TANESCO-method and connection rates are presented in appendix C. The intention was only
to compare the two methods and not to try to estimate the demand ten years in the future.
Villages included are Lilondo Matetereka Maweso Wino Igawisenga Mahanje Madaba.
Forming the base in the test are the following customer types that are included in both
methods:
Restaurant
Bar
Guesthouse
Shops
Filling Stations
Carpentries
Garage

Primary Schools
Dispensaries
Police stations/Posts
Churches
Mosques
General Markets
Milling and Posho Machines

To include the diffuse customer types of Small Workshops and Social/Recreation centres,
they were in the new method represented by Welding workshop, Tailor, Hairdresser for men
and women and Video Show. From the total sum of the TANESCO-categories – namely the
Small Workshops and Social/Recreation centres – the Welding Workshop, Tailor, Hairdresser
(men), Hairdresser (women) and Video got 1/4 each. In addition, Post Offices were included
in the TANESCO-method and counted under Offices in the new method.
New Method
Video Show/commercial centre
Hairdresser (men) & (women)
Welding Workshop
Tailoring
Offices

TANESCO-method
¼
¼
¼
¼

<=

=

Social/recreational centres
Small w/shops (ir. smith, weld.)

Offices
Post Offices

The only customer type representing the domestic uses and the greatest customer type, in
terms of number of customers and total maximum power demand, are households. Because of
the significance of this customer category and as it represents the biggest deterministic loads
by far, households were chosen to be included in the comparison with the TANESCOmethod. As the shortage of time of fieldwork forced me to focus on non-domestic uses and as
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the definition for households in the TANESCO-method were clearly based on specific
appliances this information were chosen to be adapted. Combining these characteristics with
restrictions based on experiences from fieldwork formed the final household characteristics to
be in the new computation method. The assumptions made are accounted for below.
Households
Electric appliances

New Method

Households

Number of
appliances

Indoor light
Radio_ small
TV
Fan
Refrigerator
flat-iron

3
1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1

<=>

TANESCO-method

Sub households

Unit Load
[kW]

Low load
Medium load
Middle High load
High load

0,2
0,28
0,4
0,62

All customers investigated in the field categorised as D types were excluded because of their
irrelevancy in a more general perspective. The reason is, firstly, that the determining of the
load is rather uncertain and, secondly, that these categories are unlikely to occur. Excluded in
both method tests were Secondary Schools, Health Centres and Missions.
Customers investigated during fieldwork and that the TANESCO-method did not include
were excluded as well as customer types includes in the TANESCO-method and not found
during fieldwork. Excluded customer types found during fieldwork were Charging Points.
Customer types excluded from the TANESCO-method were Research Institute (ITI),
Hospital, Banks, Courts/Prisons, Charity Organizations/NGO:s, Mini Pulperies, TanROAD
Workshops, Godows, Water Pumps, Stone Quarry, APS.
Excluded in the new method

Excluded from TANESCO-method

Secondary School
Health centre
Mkuza Mission
Charging point

Secondary School
Health centre
Mahanje / Wino Mission
Mini Pulperies (Coffee)
Godows (Storage)
APC
Stone quarry
Research Institute (ITI)
Charity Organizations/NGOs
TanRoad Workshop
Hospitals
Water pumps
Banks
Courts/Prisons

What makes the distinction between the methods is partly their computation structure and
partly the feature of their results. These differences are being discussed in the following
subchapters.
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9.2 Computation structure
The basic idea with the two methods is the same, namely the rural power demand is
represented by customer types. Each customer type is represented by the power demand,
which is spread out over the day. For both methods the electric consumption characteristics
are described through the customer types, but the basic elements of the computation methods
differs. To help pointing out the main differences the schematic sketches, declared earlier,
describing the two computation methods are lined up side by side in figure 9.1 below.

Customer

Power demand

Over the day
24 h

N
E
W

T
A
N
E
S
C
O

Customer

Appliance 1

Appliance 1

Appliance 2

Appliance 2

Appliance 3

Appliance 3

Apliance 1
Apliance 2

3 intervals

Customer
Customer

Day
Day

Evening

Evening

Night

Night

Apliance 3

Figure 9.1 Schematic sketches of the new method and the TANESCO-method.

The new method uses electric appliances as basic elements for the computation and for the
TANESCO-method the customer types are the basic elements. The defining of the customer
types is thereby directly described in the TANESCO-method, as apart from the new method
where customer types are described indirectly through the electric appliances.
Both methods start by giving the basic elements a power demand. For the new method the
power demand is represented by the maximum demand for the electric appliances. As shown
in figure 9.1 above the power demand is then placed out at the correct hours of the day. The
basic element power demand for the TANESCO-method contains the total power demand for
each customer type. The demand is divided into three differently reduced power demands
each representing a certain period of the day. In addition, the new method allows sorting of
different loads such as deterministic, stochastic and critic loads.
After the defining of customer types and appliances, the new method uses the power demand
of the appliances through out the computation with out chancing its value. In the TANESCOmethod the power demand of the basic elements, the customer types, are being changed.
Moreover, in the TANESCO-method unlike the new method subjective assumptions are
added when directing the impact of load. By using three static intervals, day, evening and
night, a level of objectiveness is lost. In other words, compared with the TANESCO-method
the new method is based on the structure of its computation is more objective and more
flexible.
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9.3 Feature of their results
Both methods were run using the described input data, the customer connection rates, see
appendix C. The outcome from both estimations is not the aggregated load, but the sum of the
basic elements of power demand for each estimation method. Before discussing the outcomes
of this test the result structure is briefly compared and contrasted. The sketches below
describe the initial matrix formed outcome of the basic element addition along with the final
summation presenting the total power demand.
TANESCO-method
Day

Evening

New method
24 h

Night

Σ

Σ

In the new method the summarised demand is firstly revealed in a matrix so that the demand
from the basic elements can be found. Secondly, the final demand is given for the target
village or villages in total. The level of transparency is considerably higher for the new
method. By using the minor basic elements the course of action down to the electric
appliances can be traced directly in the results. In combination with the objectiveness of the
computation the high transparency level is a fact in contrast to the TANESCO-method.
The outcome from running the two methods with the same connection rates differs quite a bit,
as can be seen in figure 9.3 below. The TANESCO-method outcome gives the maximum
power demand from the customers divided in the intervals; Day, Evening and Night. The
outcome from the new method shows total maximum power demand of the deterministic,
stochastic and critic loads based on electric appliances and is presented for each hour over the
day.
TANESCO_method

1

4

7

10

13

16

New method

19

22
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10

13

16

19

22

Figure 9.2 The total demand from customers in the estimation method of TANESCO to the left and the total
demand from appliances from the new estimation method to the right.

As both methods describe the total of power demand of the basic elements and not the
aggregated load, no conclusions can be made on the different shapes. Trying to find the cause
why the total results look different is fruitless mainly as the facts on which the Unit Load and
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Time Load Factor were based on were sparsely or not documented. Moreover, the ideas
behind the TANESCO-method computation were not available.
What we can see is the art of which the results appear. We can see that the TANESCOmethod gives one single result curve divided in day, evening and night. The results of the new
method, on the other hand, give us as well the total demand from there curves presented
differently for each hour over the day. As apart from TANESCO-method the new method, can
differ between different loads. Figure 9.4, 9.5 and 9.6 below show deterministic, stochastic
and critic load demand.
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Figure 9.3 Total of appliances with deterministic load
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Figure 9.4 Total of appliances with stochastic load
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Figure 9.5 Total of appliances with critic load

In the new method the minimum power demand and the minimum energy demand can be
estimated based. This is based on the deterministic loads, figure 9.4 above, where the
aggregated load and the summarised load can be considered to be the same.
Another advantage with the new method is that the different load types can be corrected
independently, and could thereby easily be adapted to new rural habitats. Principally, when it
comes to the discussion about adding a coincidence factor to create assessments of aggregated
loads this advantage is obvious. The new method’s acceptance of using greater data diversity
ranges creates new opportunities for applying coincidence factors. In other words the new
model has greater opportunities of estimating aggregated loads.
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For instance, the new method is based on electric appliances that are individually defined and
sorted after the deterministic, stochastic and critic load. In other words, power demands of
different characteristics are sorted in three groups. Trying to find than proper coincidence
factors for three homogeneous groups is far easier than to find one computation factor
representing the aggregated load for all customer types or electric appliances in total.
Just to illustrate the above describe advantage by applying different types of coincidences
factors following example is added. The coincidence factors are given the value 1, 0.5 and 0.2
representing the deterministic load, stochastic load and critic load respectively. Each
coincidence factor is multiplied to its load category giving the result illustrated below in
figure 9.7.
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Figure 9.6 The result of an experiment where deterministic, stochastic and critic loads are being aggregated
separately using fictive coincidence factors.

This example shows two things in particular: The shape of the estimated aggregated load
could differ a good deal from the summarized power demand. The deterministic power
demand maintains the same and gives thereby an indication on the minimum power demand
from an aggregated load.
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9.4 Advantages and disadvantages
Advantages with the developed method are mainly its objectiveness by the use of
standardized electric appliances in combination with diversity by which its data could be
arranged. These qualities make the method flexible and open for different approaches
concerning the applying of coincidences factors.
The most noticeable disadvantage with the new method is the amount of its basic elements in
combination with and additional definition of customer types. For the TANESCO-method the
customer types are the basic element, thereby only one definition is needed. However, if the
electric appliances in the new method are well defined and documented, this could be an
advantage when adapting the method to new habitats. In this case only the less extensive
defining of the customer types, by the standardized electric appliances, is needed.
Another disadvantage for the new method is the fact that a small change in the electric
appliances could have a great impact on the output data. However, well-defined and
documented investigations on appliances and customer types could turn this disadvantage to
an advantage as it would give more accurate data.
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10 Conclusions
The conclusions that could be made from the thesis are, firstly, what the developed estimation
method could give and, secondly, what general experience the field study gave.
Developed estimation method
The developing of the new computation method was created with the aim, firstly, of reaching
as objective results as possible and, secondly, of revealing the data in a constructive way
making it useful for target users. Excluded in the study are customer connection rates and
changing of customer habits over time as well as the estimation of aggregated load by using
coincidence factor. A step is, however, taken towards adding coincidence factors to the
computation method.
Advantages with the new method is that the loads representing the maximum load for the
electric appliances are directly used in the computation without being affected by any
computation factors that could have subjective elements. A purity or objectiveness of the
value of the summarized power demand and a high level of diversity in the output data, would
give more opportunities to analyse of the output data. In other words, its approach gives a
range of opinions to apply coincidence factors generating the estimation of aggregated load. I
believe this developed computation method offers a more flexible and objective approach of
the rural estimation problem.
The complexity of identifying a coincidence factor is a central obstacle for all rural load
estimations when obtaining accurate results. The coincidence factor could be assumed based
on personal experiences if one has the experience from dealing with aggregated load in rural
areas for a longer period of time. However, using a coincidence factor based on for example
Swedish conditions would be totally irrelevant for the study.
General discussion
This study shows that making accurate estimations of the load occurring when electrifying a
rural community is very difficult. Adding that the estimation is done in a developing country
makes the task even more complex and uncertain. To achieve such estimations would require
apprehensive investigations and that was not possible to realize within this study. The data
collected and presented in appendix A and B could however be used as a base for further
investigations.
The fact that electricity could be used for almost any purpose is one core reason why load
forecasting is so complex. Factors that affect the consumption behaviour and makes
estimations more difficult are for example the environment, local culture and influences from
outside. Depending on government and shareholder desertions the focus of the demand
development would be affected. For instance, a decision could be taken that a certain health
level of a community should be obtained or that an agriculture business should be located
close to a community. Even if the knowledge and the data would have been available on great
amounts the local circumstances could change and result in a drastic modification of the
consumption pattern. Moreover, specific and concrete factors could also affect the accuracy of
estimations. Even during the short time I got to investigate rural areas I came across a few
factors such as: the standard for a fuse was 64A resulting in almost no limit for the amount of
takeout; a home town for government people had better standard on certain facilities; stealing
electricity giving an unproportional load growth.
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Appendix A

Electric Appliances
Lighting

Power demand

Type of load and Usage

Indoor light
Working light
Out door light

50
50
40

W
W
W

Security light

30

W

Deterministic, from 6pm till 11pm or until closing time
Deterministic, during working hours
Deterministic, from 6pm till 11pm or until closing time
Deterministic, from 6pm or when closing till 6am or when
opening

Domestic appliances

Power demand

Type of load and Usage

Radio small
Radio big

30
150

W
W

Deterministic, during working hours
Deterministic, during working hours

TV
Video

100
20

W
W

Generally: Stochastic during working hours
Video Show: Deterministic, follows working hours

Ceiling fan
Standing fan

75
75

W
W

Generally: Stochastic, during hot hours (10am-3pm)
Guesthouse: Stochastic, during night hours

Commercial appliances

Power demand

Type of load and Usage

Refrigerator

200

W

Stochastic, 24 hours

Welding
Welding (Stand by)

9000
3000

W
W

Battery charger
Small hair dryer
Standing dryer
Steamer
Shave machine
Sew engine
Flat iron

240
500
1000
650
10
100
1000

W
W
W
W
W
W
W

Critic and Stochastic, during working hours
Generally: Critic - Stochastic, during working hours
Welding workshop: Deterministic, during working hours
Deterministic, during working hours

Office Uses

Power demand

Type of load and Usage

Computer
Printer
Photocopier

100
100
1300

Deterministic, follows working hours
Stochastic during working hours
Stochastic during working hours

Health Care

Power demand

Type of load and Usage

Examine. lamp
Microscope
Shake machine

40
20
40

Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours

W
W
W

W
W
W

Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
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Hot plate
Boiler small
Boiler large

2000
500
1000

W
W
W

Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours

Kerosene hybrid
Refrigerator

100

W

Stochastic, 24 hours

Electric machines

Power demand

Type of load and Usage

Fuel Pump
Water Pump

500
-

VA
VA

Stochastic, during working hours
-

Milling:
Milling Without load
Milling With load

7000
12500

VA
VA

Critic-Stochastic, during working hours
Critic-Stochastic, during working hours

Carpenter:
Group 1 (Larger engine)
Group 2 (Smaller engine)

3500
1000

VA
VA

Critic-Stochastic, during working hours
Stochastic, during working hours
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Appendix B

Customer type
DOMESTIC USES

Customer type

Household

Number of
customers
investigated

0

Approach /
Occupation

A
-

Appliances

3 Indoor light
1 Radio_ small
0,1 TV

0,1 Fan
0,1 Refrigerator
0,1 flat-iron

PRODUCTIVE USES

Customer type

Number of
customers
investigated

Approach /
Occupation

Appliances

Restaurant

1

A
7am - 7pm

2 Indoor light
1 Radio_ small

1 Fan
0,5 Refrigerator

Bar

3

A
8am-11pm

1 Indoor light
1 Radio_ big

1 Fan
0,5 Refrigerator

Guesthouse

2

C
-

10 Indoor light
10 Fan

1 Refrigerator
1 TV

Video Show
+ centre

2

C
10am-11pm

Shop

11

A
7am-8am

Filling Stations

2

C
6am-6pm

5 Out door light
5 Security light

1 Radio_ small
2 Fuel Pump

Hairdresser
(men)

2

C
8am-8pm

1 Night light
1 Indoor light
1 Radio_ small

0 Fan
1 racer

Hairdresser
(women)

3

C
8am-8pm

2 Night light
2 Indoor light

1 Standing dryer
0 Steamer

2 Outdoor light
1 Security light
1 Radio_ big
0,5
0,4
1
0,05

Indoor light
Security light
Radio_ small
Photo Copy

1 TV
1 Video
1 Refrigerator
0,3 Fan
0,5 Refrigerator
0 Mobil-charger
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1 Radio_ small
1 Hand dryer

0 Fan

1 Battery charge
1 Welding
1 Compressor

Garage

1

B
6am-8am

1 Security lamp
5 Out door light
1 Radio_ small

Carpentry Shops

5

B, C
7am-6pm

2 Group 1 (Larger engine)
2 Group 2 (Smaller engine)

WeldingWorkshop

1

B
8am-5pm

1 Sand by mode_ Welding machine
1 Welding mode_ Welding machine

Tailoring

4

C
7am-8pm

1 In door light
1 Radio_ small
0 Saw engine

Milling

6

B
7am-6pm

1 Milling machine_ With Load

Charging point

4

B, C
-

0 Fan
1 flat-iron

1 Charger

PUBLIC USES /
INSTITUTES

Customer type

Number of
customers
investigated

Primary Schools

1

C
7am - 7pm

Secondary
schools

1

D
-

25
7
7
1
15

Indoor light
Out door light
Security light
Computer
Fan

1
1
1
1

Dispensaries

4

C
7am-5pm

2
2
1
1

Security Light
Indoor Light
Refrigerator
Boiler_ small

0 Microscope
0 Fan
0 Boiler

Health centre

1

D
24 h

Approach /
Occupation

Appliances

-

-

15 Indoor light
10 Security light
5 Working light

-

-

Refrigerator
Boiler_ large
Printer
Radio big

1 Boiler
1 Microscope
1 Water Pump
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1 Refrigerator

Offices

3

C
7am-3pm

1 Security light
1 Working light

Police stations

1

C
7am-4pm

4 Security light
4 Indoor light

Churches

1

C
-

6 Security light

Mosques

1

C
-

2 Working light
2 Security light
1 Radio big

General Markets

1

C
-

10 Out door light

2 Working light

INDUSTRIES /
ORGANISATIONS

Customer type
Mission

Number of
customers
investigated
1

Approach /
Occupation
D
-

Appliances
7
1
1
1

Indoor Light
Security light
Flat-iron
Washing machine

1 Boiler
1 Radio small
1 TV
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Appendix C

Domestic Uses
Customer type
connection
rates

Customer type
NEW

709
355
177
106
71

Households

Customer type
TANESCO & NEW

Customer type
TANESCO

TANESCO
(estimated)
[kW]

Low load houses

0,2
0,28
0,4
0,62

NEW
(Σ appliances)
[kW]

0,32
Medium load houses
Middle High load houses
High load houses

Productive Uses
Customer type
connection
rates

Customer type
NEW

7
13
1
1
1

Customer type
TANESCO & NEW

Customer type
TANESCO

Restaurants
Bars
Guest Houses
Social and
recreational centres

TANESCO
(estimated)
[kW]

NEW
(Σ appliances)
[kW]

1,5
1,5
2

0,25
0,38
1,55

2

Video show

0,6

20

Shops

0,8

0,25

1

Filling Stations

1

1,38

1
1

Hairdresser
(men)
Hairdresser
(women)

0,13
1,4

2

Garages

1,5

9,5

16

Carpentry shop

2

9,0

3
1
1

Small workshops
Welding
Tailoring

9,0
1,1
Posho/ Milling
Machines

14
-

1

Charging point

16,6

12,3
0,24
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Public Uses
Customer type
connection
rates

Customer type
NEW

Customer type
TANESCO

Customer type
TANESCO & NEW

TANESCO
(estimated)
[kW]

NEW
(Σ appliances)
[kW]

11
-

Primary Schools
Secondary schools

2
16

0,0
4,4

7
-

Dispensaries
Health centre

0,86
3,9

Hospitals

2,7
5
16

Water pumps

25

Banks

3,15
2
2,5
1
0,2

-

6
1
-

Offices
Post Offices
Police stations/Posts
Courts/Prisons

6
-

0,08
0,08
0,22

Churches
Mosques

1
1

0,18
0,31

General Markets

1

0,40

Customer type
TANESCO

TANESCO
(estimated)
[kW]

NEW
(Σ appliances)
[kW]

Mini pulperies (Coffee)
Godows (Storage)
APC
Stone quarry
Research Institute
(ITI)
NGOs / CharityOrganizations

4
1,5
100
250

Industrial uses
Customer type
connection
rates

-

Customer type
NEW

Customer type
TANESCO & NEW

Mission

42
16
48

TanRoad Workshop

4,01

42
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